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Attached is a request for hearing submitted on July 22, 1998, by Envirocare of Utah, Inc.
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David J. Jordan (Utah Bar No. 1751) D DOCKEt X
Jill M. Pohlman (Utah Bar No. 7602) If_2L1 1998
STOEL RIVES LLP RULEMAKINGS AND

One Utah Center, Eleventh Floor ADJJUDiCAT•ONSSTAF/--"/
201 South Main Street SECYRO•

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-4904
Telephone: (801) 328-3131

Attorneys for Envirocare of Utah, Inc.

BEFORE THE UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

O IN THE MATTER OF )
INTERNATIONAL URANIUM (USA) ) DOCKET NO.
CORPORATION'S AMENDMENT TO )
NRC SOURCE MATERIAL LICENSE ) REQUEST FOR HEARING OF
SUA-1358 ) ENVIROCARE OF UTAH, INC.

I. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 This is a request by Envirocare of Utah, Inc. ("Envirocare") to the United

States Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205, for a

WQ hearing on the amendment to International Uranium (USA) Corporation's ("IUSA")

Source Material License SUA- 1358 allowing the receipt and "processing" of uranium-

bearing material from the Ashland 2 Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program

("FUSRAP") site near Tonawanda, New York and the Categorical Exclusion under 10

C.F.R. 51.22(c)(1 1) issued by the NRC for that license amendment.
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1.2 The amendment and Categorical Exclusion are challenged, because (1) the

NRC did not follow its internal guidance ("Final Revised Guidance on Disposal of Non-

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 Section 1 l e.(2) Byproduct Material in Tailing

Impoundments," September, 1995) in reaching its decision; (2) the amendment is subject

to the standards set forth in 10 C.F.R. part 40 and JUSA's license amendment application

does not demonstrate that the requirements in 10 C.F.R. part 40 will have been, or will

be, met; and (3) the action is inconsistent with the National Environmental Policy Act

("NEPA"), 42 U.S.C. § 4232, the NRC's regulations for the implementation of NEPA, 10

C.F.R. part 51, and with the NRC's prior application of NEPA to similarly situated

licensees.

II. PETITIONER

2.1 This is a request by Envirocare to the NRC.

2.2 Envirocare is a Utah corporation that is in the business of operating a facility

in Clive, Utah, for the disposal of radioactive waste.

2.3 Envirocare is licensed by the NRC to receive and dispose of uranium and

thorium byproduct material (as defined in section 1 le.(2) of the Atomic

Energy Act ("AEA"), as amended).

III. ACTION REQUESTED

3.1 Envirocare requests that the NRC hold a hearing, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. part 2

subpart L, on IUSA's request for an amendment to Source Material License SUA-1358 to
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allow IUSA to receive, process and dispose of 1 l e.(2) byproduct material at its White

Mesa site.

3.2 Envirocare requests that the NRC require IUSA to demonstrate that it

complies with the requirement that a determination be made that the material is being

processed primarily for its source material content.

3.3 Envirocare requests that the NRC require IUSA to demonstrate that the

proposed amendment meets the standards set forth in 10 C.F.R. part 40 (including

appendix A), and that the NRC deny the amendment if IUSA cannot make such a

showing.

3.4 Envirocare also requests that the NRC withdraw its Categorical Exclusion

and require the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS") for IUSA's

license.

3.5 Envirocare also requests that the NRC fully evaluate any releases that have

occurred from any tailings impoundment.

IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS

4.1 Envirocare was the first private facility in the United States to be licensed by

the NRC to accept 1 le.(2) material' from outside generators for disposal. In licensing

The I I e.(2) material Envirocare is authorized to accept lbr disposal includes byproduct materials, which
consist of tailings or wastes produced by the extraction or concentration of uranium or thorium.
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Envirocare, the NRC set forth the requirements that an 1 l e.(2) disposal facility must

comply with for licensure. Specifically, the NRC requires:

Compliance with the regulations set forth in 10 C.F.R. part 40, including
appendix A. These include stringent site and design criteria, groundwater
protection standards, radon barrier requirements, detection monitoring
requirements, and inspection requirements.

Preparation by NRC staff of an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS"),
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. part 51, based upon an Environmental Report prepared
by the applicant (relating to environmental protection from the harmful effects
of land disposal of radioactive waste).

Compliance with administrative and record keeping requirements delineated in 10
C.F.R. §§ 61.80 and 61.82.

Compliance with the waste manifest requirements in 10 C.F.R. § 20.311.

Compliance with the worker safety and other requirements delineated in 10
C.F.R. parts 19, 20, and 21.

See 59 Fed. Reg. 2959 (Jan. 25, 1991); 58 Fed. Reg. 62690 (Nov. 29, 1993); Byproduct

Material License No. SMC-1559. Copies of these documents are attached as Appendix

A.

4.2 When Envirocare applied for a license to accept 1 le.(2) material for disposal,

the NRC also required Envirocare to submit a detailed Environmental Report, which

formed the basis of the NRC's decision to require that an EIS be prepared pursuant to the

NRC's NEPA regulations. See 10 C.F.R. part 51. Envirocare spent an estimated $1.675

million for the costs it incurred in preparing the EIS at the direction of the NRC.
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4.3 IUSA has operated a uranium mill at its White Mesa site, at which it has

processed materials from its own mine, and from outside generators. IUSA has disposed

of the radioactive wastes that were produced as byproducts of its milling operations on

site.

4.4 The NRC has issued upgraded Source Material License SUA-1358 for

IUSA's mill, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. part 40. This license authorizes IUSA to receive and

transfer uranium, possess byproduct material generated by mill operations, and accept

limited amounts of byproduct material from in situ leach uranium mining facilities.

Publicly available information indicates that IUSA continued to receive materials from

outside generators for processing, and that it continued to dispose of the radioactive

waste byproducts on site. A review of publicly-available documents also indicates that

this license was approved without the preparation of an EIS. IUSA has subsequently

applied for multiple amendments to its license. The NRC did not conduct full

environmental review under NEPA for any of these license amendments.

4.5 On May 8, 1998, IJSA submitted its request for an amendment to Source

Material License SUA-1358 in order to allow it to accept for disposal up to 25,000 tons

of I le.(2) material from the Ashland 2 FUSRAP site near Tonawanda, New York, in

addition to the material it already accepted from in situ leaching facilities.

4.6 In granting IUSA's license amendment, the NRC did not make its finding

based upon the economic justification submitted by IUSA, rather the NRC applied the
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co-disposal test. Envirocare submits that the economic justification test is the proper

method to use to determine if the material is being processed primarily for its source

material content.

4.7 Envirocare submits that this material cannot meet the economic justification

test.

4.8 The NRC has not adequately examined the actual data associated with this

material. The Remedial Investigation (RI) Report for the Tonawanda Site

(DOE/OR/21949-300) report provides detailed sampling schemes and analyses for the

different areas at the Tonawanda site. Table 4-42 of the RI provides a "summary of

radionuclide concentration in contaminated soil at Ashland 2." This table also provided

that an average concentration of U-238 over all of the points in this table was 25.2 pCi/g,

which equals to approximately 0.008 wt. %. However, the ROD mentions that only soils

which exceed the site-specific derived guideline of 40 pCi/G Th-230 shall be excavated.

Using this guidance, and Table 4-42 of the RI as a basis, the average concentration of U-

238 is 56.0 pCi/g or 0.017 wt. %. The best estimate of material destined for IUSA's

White Mesa facility is 50 pCi/g Th-230. This material has an average U-238 weight

percent of 0.017% which cannot be justified as an "ore." Thus, the uranium content

within the material is not economical for reprocessing.

4.9 Envirocare submits that IUSA cannot meet the co-disposal test, since, as the

NRC has asserted, this material is not regulated under the AEA. Further, the NRC did
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not properly review the elements required to meet the co-disposal test prior to making its

determination -- the NRC has neglected to follow its guidance in evaluating whether the

disposition of this material would be approved by both of the affected low-level

radioactive waste compacts (place of generation and disposal) and whether the

Department of Energy or the state would take title to the tailings after closure.

4.10 Envirocare further submits that the co-disposal set forth in the NRC's

guidance is not consistent with law and regulations.

4.11 NRC's NEPA regulations require that an applicant for an amendment to a

license issued pursuant to 10 C.F.R. part 40 must submit an Environmental Report with

that application. 10 C.F.R. § 51.60. IUSA did not submit an Environmental Report with

its application for an amendment to its license to allow it to conduct additional land

disposal of I le.(2) material.

4.12 NRC's NEPA regulations also require that an EIS be prepared for licensing

actions that are major actions that significantly affect the quality of human environment.

10 C.F.R. § 51.20. Additionally, those regulations state that renewal of a license

authorizing receipt and disposal of radioactive waste from other persons or amendment of

such a license relating to closure of a land disposal site are the types of action that require

an EIS. 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.20(b)(11) and (12). The detailed requirements set forth in 10

C.F.R. part 40 appendix A indicate that selection of a disposal site for I le.(2) byproduct

material is a major federal action that has a significant impact on the human environment.
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Further, IUSA's request for a license amendment effectively asks for renewal of

authorization to dispose of radioactive wastes from other persons.

4.13 In spite of these regulatory requirements, the NRC issued a Categorical

Exclusion for IUSA's license amendment, indicating that it would not require any

environmental review to be prepared.

4.14 In deciding that it would not require any environmental review for IUSA's

proposed license amendment, the NRC apparently relied on documents prepared by the

United States Army Corps of Engineers ("USACE") which evaluated the environmental

impacts associated with the excavation of this material and associated cleanup activities

at the Tonawanda, New York location of the materials.

4.15 The documents the NRC relied on in issuing a Categorical Exclusion are

wholly inadequate. Those documents do not in any way mention, let alone evaluate,

IUSA's White Mesa site or any of the transportation impacts related to the shipment of

these materials from New York to Utah. The information relied on by the NRC does not

discuss any environmental impacts on the White Mesa site.

4.16 At no time did the NRC require TUSA to submit an Environmental Report

addressing the environmental impacts that would occur from the requested license

amendment (as required by NRC's NEPA regulations), nor did it require IUSA to update

any prior Environmental Reports submitted for the facility. Absolutely no environmental

evaluation has been performed.
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4.17 Accordingly, the Categorical Exclusion fails to comply with the NRC's own

regulations in all respects. For example, it fails to discuss (1) alternatives, as required by

section 102(2) of NEPA, and (2) the environmental impacts of those alternatives. 10

C.F.R. § 51.30(a)(1)(ii)(iii).

4.18 Based on publicly available information, it is impossible to ascertain

whether and to what degree the proposed activity will adversely impact the environment

and public health. Publicly available documents indicate that the site has existing

environmental problems that will likely be exacerbated by the importation of large

volumes of additional radioactive wastes for disposal. For example, (are there any

contamination problems at the White Mesa site???)

4.19 Additionally, the NRC has failed to address the impacts that the shipment of

25,000 tons of radioactive wastes will have on the environment. These impacts can

include the impact on the highways and public roads from the increased traffic associated

with such shipment, and the increased risk of radiological accidents that results from

increased numbers of trucks and railcars carrying radioactive wastes to IUSA's facility.

V. ENVIROCARE'S SHOWING UNDER 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205(d)

5.1 Envirocare is a "person" whose interest may be affected by the proposed

amendment to IUSA's license, and is therefore entitled to file this request for a hearing

pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
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5.2 Envirocare makes the following showing in support of its right to request a

hearing on IUSA's amendment, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205(d) and (g):

5.3 Interest of requestor in proceeding:

5.3.1 Envirocare is in the business of operating a facility in Clive, Utah,

for the disposal of radioactive waste, and is licensed by the NRC to receive and dispose

of I1 e.(2) byproduct material. Envirocare's license complies with strict standards, as set

forth in 56 FR 2959.

5.3.2 Envirocare's licensing as a disposal facility provided the public an

opportunity to comment on NRC's proposed licensing of Envirocare as a radioactive

waste disposal facility. Envirocare was required as a radioactive waste disposal facility

in Utah to obtain a ground water discharge permit from the Utah Department of

Environmental Quality.

5.3.3 As such, Envirocare has an economic interest in ensuring that all

licensees that propose to accept 11 e.(2) byproduct material comply with applicable NRC

standards. Additionally, Envirocare has an interest, as a member of an environmentally

sensitive industry, in ensuring that the environmental laws designed to protect human

health and the environment from the hazards of radioactive waste disposal are uniformly

applied and enforced by the NRC.

5.3.4 Envirocare sought to bid on the disposal of the radioactive material

being removed from the Ashland 2 Tonawanda, New York site and have a contract
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awarded to it. Envirocare was effectively excluded from competing for the disposal of

that material when the NRC decided, contrary to its own guidance and regulations, that

the material could be "reprocessed" at IUSA's mill rather than at a facility specifically

designated and licensed for the disposal of such radioactive material. If the NRC does

not withdraw IUSA's license amendment, Envirocare will lose the opportunity to

compete altogether for the right to perform the work called for relative to the disposal of

the Ashland 2 materials -- and the profits to be derived therefrom. The lost opportunity

to compete for a public contract and derive profits therefrom constitutes "irreparable

injury" to Envirocare.

5.4 How interest may be affected by results of proceeding:

5.4.1 IF IUSA's amendment does not comply with the standards in 10

C.F.R. part 40, which Envirocare was required to comply with, Envirocare would be

adversely affected in the following ways:

* 5.4.2 First, compliance with the strict standards applied to Envirocare

W constitutes a substantial financial burden to Envirocare. For example, 10 C.F.R. part 40

appendix A sets forth stringent site and design criteria, groundwater protection standards,

radon barrier requirements, detection monitoring requirements, and inspection

requirements. Envirocare is required to construct and operate its byproduct material

disposal system in accordance with these standards. If lUSA's White Mesa site is not

required to meet the same strict standards, Envirocare will be placed at a severe
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competitive disadvantage, because IUSA's lower costs will allow it to attract customers

away from Envirocare.

5.4.3 Second, the criteria set forth in 56 FR 2959 are designed to protect

the public against the health and safety dangers posed by byproduct material. If the NRC

does not hold IUSA to the same strict standards, there is a risk that IUSA's operation of

the White Mesa facility might result in harm to the public health and safety. Harm to the

public resulting from WUSA's operation of the White Mesa facility would create public

outcry for additional regulation of all byproduct material disposal facilities, raising costs

for all operators in the industry (even those, such as Envirocare, who have operated their

facilities in an environmentally safe manner).

5.4.4 Third, the NRC also required the preparation of an EIS for

Envirocare's licensing as an 1 l e.(2) disposal facility, at Envirocare's expense.

Preparation of an EIS ensured that (1) any significant adverse effect on the human

environmental from its facility would be identified and analyzed, (2) alternatives to the

license would be identified and analyzed, (3) the public would have the opportunity to

comment on the potential adverse environmental effects, and (4) any adverse effects

could then be mitigated. Failure to require IUSA to prepare an EIS means that the

potentially negative environmental impacts of, and alternatives to, IUSA's proposed

license amendment will not be identified and analyzed; nor will there be public comment

and participation as mandated by NEPA. This failure potentially threatens public health
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and the environment and will undermine public confidence in 1 Ie.(2) radioactive waste

disposal facilities.

5.4.5 Fourth, failure to impose comparable requirements on IUSA creates

an unfair competitive advantage for IUSA and a concomitant disadvantage for

Envirocare. If IUSA is not required to prepare an EIS for a license to accept I le.(2)

material, it confers an unfair economic (and hence competitive) advantage on IUSA.

5.4.6 Envirocare satisfies the judicial standards for standing. The adverse

effects described in the preceding paragraphs satisfy the injury in fact requirement.

5.47 Moreover, Envirocare's financial interests as an operator in the

byproduct material disposal business are within the zone of interests protected by the

AEA. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2011-2284. The AEA and the regulations promulgated thereunder

provide that the NRC in its management of byproduct material shall give due

consideration to the economic costs associated with possession and transfer of such

material. See 42 U.S.C. § 2114(a)(1), 10 C.F.R. part 40 appendix A.

5.4 8 Envirocare's environmental and economic interests are also within

the zone of interests protected by both NEPA and the AEA. See 42 U.S.C. § 4331-4332;

and 42 U.S.C. § 2114. Both these statutes are designed to protect the public health and

the environment, as well as foster the environmentally responsible growth of the nuclear

energy industry. Envirocare, as a member of that industry, is in a unique position to help

ensure that the NRC lives up to those statutory objectives.
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5.4.9 An order by the NRC requiring IUSA's amendment to comply with

the same AEA and NEPA requirements that Envirocare was required to comply with

would prevent the above-described injury to Envirocare's interests.

5.5 Requestor's areas of concern about the licensing activity that is the subject

matter of the proceeding:

5.5.1 IUSA's proposed amendment is subject to the requirements of 10

C.F.R. part 40. See 10 C.F.R. §§ 40.2, 40.3.

5.5.2 10 C.F.R. part 40 appendix A sets forth stringent site and design

criteria, groundwater protection standards, radon barrier requirements, detection

monitoring requirements, and inspection requirements.

5.5.3 Applications for license amendments must be filed in accordance

with 10 C.F.R. § 40.31. See 10 C.F.R. § 40.44.

5.5.4 10 C.F.R. § 40.31 requires the applicant to clearly demonstrate by

means of written specifications in the application, how the requirements of 10 C.F.R. part

40 appendix A have been addressed. Failure to make such a showing is grounds for the

NRC to refuse to accept an application.

5.5.5 IUSA's summary application for its proposed amendment fails to set

forth written specifications showing that the requirements of 10 C.F.R. part 40 appendix

A have been met. See IUSA's request for amendment dated May 8, 1998.
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5.5.6 IUSA proposes to process and dispose of newly received byproduct

material. As set forth hereinabove, IUSA's license amendment does not meet the NRC's

guidance because it is not processing the material for its source material content; IUSA

does not meet either the economic justification or the co-disposal test within the NRC's

guidance.

5.5.7 The co-disposal test set forth in the NRC's guidance is not

consistent with the existing law and regulations.

5.5.8 NEPA is designed to ensure that federal agencies fully develop

information that allows them to consider the environmental impact of their actions, and

an EIS is evidence that an agency has considered environmental concerns. NEPA also

ensures that the public is made aware of potential adverse environmental effects and has

the opportunity to comment on them.

5.5.9 It appears from publicly available information that the NRC has

failed to consider the environmental impacts of IUSA's license amendment to the extent

required by NEPA. Publicly available information indicates that the NRC has yet to

analyze IUSA's facility under NEPA and inform the public of any adverse environmental

effects of its operations.

5.5. 10 Envirocare has concerns under both NEPA and the AEA to ensure

that public confidence in low-level radioactive waste disposal sites is not undermined by
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the NRC's failure to ensure that adequate information about environmental impacts of a

proposed disposal scheme is identified and analyzed.

5.5.11 Envirocare has an economic concern that the NRC failed to

adequately address the environmental impact of IUSA's amendment. Envirocare spent

almost $1.675 million to reimburse the NRC for costs the NRC incurred in preparing an

EIS for Envirocare's disposal facility. If IUSA's license amendment is not withdrawn,

RUSA will save the substantial costs associated with preparing an EIS, costs that it will

not have to pass on in fees charged to 1 le.(2) waste generators. IUSA will be able to

charge lower fees and will gain a competitive advantage over Envirocare.

5.5.12 Envirocare's economic interests are tied to its environmental

interest in the safe operation of IUSA's facility. If the environmental impacts of IUSA's

license amendment are not adequately assessed or identified for public comment, public

confidence in the safe operation of low-level radioactive waste facilities will suffer. The

nuclear energy industry is a controversial and politically sensitive one. If public

confidence in the safe disposal of radioactive waste is lost, the future of these facilities

will be endangered.

5.6 Circumstances establishing that request for hearing is timely

Envirocare received actual notice of the NRC's action granting IUSA's proposed

amendment on June 23, 1998. This request is timely pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

§ 2.1205(d)(1).
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VI. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Envirocare respectfully requests that the NRC grant a

hearing on IUSA's amendment pursuant to 10 C.F.R. part 2 subpart L and take the other

.actions requested in this Petition.

DATED this ,9.. day of July 1998.

STOEL RIVES LLP

Service of Envirocare of Utah, Inc. may be made on:

David J. Jordan
Jill M. Pohhnan
STOEL RIVES LLP
One Utah Center, Eleventh Floor
201 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-4904
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1 hereby certify that I caused the original and two copies of the Requi O

Hearing of Envirocare of Utah, Inc. to be mailed, postage prepaid,

July, 1998 to the following:

Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff
Washington, DC 20555-0001

and a true and correct copy of the foregoing Request for Hearing of Envirocare of

Utah, Inc. to be mailed, postage prepaid, this . 2- day of July, 1998 to the

following:

Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff of the
Offices of the Secretary

One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

International Uranium (USA) Corporation
Independence Plaza, Suite 950

1050 Seventeenth Street
Denver, CO 80265

NRC Staff
Executive Director of Operations
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
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Executive Director of Operations
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Page 6

56 FR 2959 printed in FULL format.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

[Docket No. 04008989)

56 FR 2959

January 25, 1991

Envirocare of Utah, Inc.; Receipt of Application for Byproduct Material Waste
Disposal License

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Terry L. Johnson, Uranium Recovery Branch,
Division of Low-Level Waste Management and Decommissioning, Office of Nuclear. Material Safety and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
DC 20555, telephone (301) 492-3440.

TEXT: Notice of Receipt of Application for Byproduct Material Waste Disposal
License

Notice is hereby given that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has
received, by letter dated November 14, 1989, an application and safety analysis
report from Environcare of Utah, Inc., for a license to accept and dispose of
uranium and thorium byproduct material (as defined in section lle. (2) of the
Atomic Energy Act, as amended) received from other persons, at a site near
Clive, Utah.

The applicant proposes to dispose of high-volume, low-activity section
lle. (2) byproduct material received in bulk by rail and truck.

The material will be placed in earthen disposal cells in lifts and covered
with earth and rock. The applicant proposes to conduct operations on a site
where the applicant currently disposes of Naturally Occurring Radioactive
Material (NORM) under license from the Utah Department of Health, Bureau of
Radiation Control.

Th State of Utah has recently been granted an amended agreement, pursuant to
section 274b. of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, to expand its regulatory
authority to include the disposal of low-level radioactive waste. The authority
does not, however, include authority to regulate the disposal of section lle. (2)
byproduct material. Regulatory authority for the disposal of section lle. (2)
byproduct material in the State of Utah remains with the NRC.

The disposal of waste considered in this notice would occur in disposal units
separate from those used to dispose of other categories of waste.
Notice of Availability of Applicant's Application

The applicant's application, which describes the natural and proposed design
features of the facility, as well as facility operations, is being made
available for public inspection at the Commission's Public Document room at 2120
L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC 20555.

Appendix A
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56 FR 2959 LEXSEE

Notice of the Regulatory requirements That NRC Will Apply in the Review of the
Application and in Reaching a Licensing Decision

By this notice, the Commission is establishing the applicability of its
regulations to this specific application for the commercial disposal of section
le. (2) byproduct material.

1. The Commission has determined that 10 CFR part 40, including appendix A,
applies to the review of this application to dispose of section lle. (2)
byproduct material. The applicant may request an exemption from any requirements
in 10 CFR part 40 that it believes should not apply.

2. The NRC staff will prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS)
pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR part 51. The EIS will be based on the
staff evaluation of an environmental report to be prepared by the applicant.

3. Certain administrative and recordkeeping requirements delineated in 10 CFR
part 61, subpart G, must be included in the license. These requirements are
given in 10 CFR 61.80 and 61.82.

4. The waste manifest requirements contained in 10 CFR 20.311 will be made
applicable by a license condition. The licensee will be allowed to accept waste
only if it is accompanied by a manifest prepared according to 10 CFR 20.311.
Based on the application, the NRC staff may consider, as part of the licensing
process, exemptions for certain specific packaging, classification, and labeling
requirements contained in 10 CFR 20.311, for land burial, that may not be
germane to section 1le. (2) byproduct material waste shipped to the facility. The
staff will also require that more information be obtained from the generator on
the chemical constituents than the "principle chemical form" as specified in 10
CFR 20.311(b) in order to address the data and groundwater protection
requirements of appendix A to 10 CFR part 40.

5. The general requirements of other Commission regulations: 10 CFR part 19
-- "Notices, Instructions, and Reports to Workers: Inspections and
Investigations"; 10 CFR Part 20 -- "Standards for Protection Against Radiation";
and 10 CFR Part 21 -- "Reporting of Defects and Noncompliance," will apply
according to their terms.

Notice of Opportunity for Hearing

The applicant and any person whose interest may be affected by the issuance
of this license may file a request for a hearing. A request for hearing must be
filed with the Office of the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555, within 30 days of the publication of this notice in the
Federal Register; be served on the NRC staff (Executive Director for Operations,
One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852); be served on
the applicant (Envirocare of Utah, Inc., 175 South West Temple, suite 500, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84101); and must comply with the requirements set forth in the
Commission's regulations, 10 CFR 2.105 and 2.714. The request for hearing must
set forth with particularity the interest of the petitioner in the proceeding
and how that interest may be affected by the results of the proceeding,
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including the reasons why the request should be granted, with particular
reference to the following factors:

1. The nature of the petitioner's right, under the Act, to be made a party to
the proceeding;

2. The nature and extent of the petitioner's property, financial or other
interest in the proceeding; and

3. The possible effect, on the petitioner's interest, of any order which may
be entered in the proceeding.

The request must also set forth the specific aspect or aspects of the subject
matter of the proceeding as to which petitioner wishes a hearing.

The applicant, any person admitted as a party, or an entity participating
under 10 CFR 2.715(e), may move the Commission to reconsider any portion of this
notice relating to the applicability of 10 CFR 20.311 and 10 CFR 61.80 and
61.82. The petition must be filed within 60 days after the person or entity is
admitted to the proceeding and contain all technical or other arguments to
support the petition. The motion will be processed under 10 CFR 2.730.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 18th day of January 1991.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilk,

Secretary of the Commission.
[FR Doc. 91-1756 Filed 1-24-91; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 7590-01-M
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC)

[Docket No. 40-8989)

Envirocare of Utah, Inc.; Issuance of Facility License

58 FR 62690

DATE: Monday, November 29, 1993

..............................................................................

To view the next page, type .np* TRANSMIT.
To view a specific page, transmit p* and the page number, e.g. p*l
..............................................................................

Notice is hereby given that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the
Commission or NRC), has issued Byproduct Material License N. SMC-1559 to
Envirocare of Utah, Inc. which authorizes the receipt, storage, and disposal of
lle.(2) byproduct material (as defined in section lie.(2) of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended) at a site near Clive, Utah.

The application for the license complies with the standards and requirements
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's
regulations. The Commission has made appropriate findings as required by the Act
and the Commission's Regulations in 10 CFR chapter I which are set forth in the
license. Prior public notice of the overall action involving the proposed .
issuance of license was published in the Federal Register on January 25, 1991
(56 FR 2659).

The Commission has determined that the issuance of this license will not
result in any environmental impacts other than those evaluated in the Final
Environmental Statement since the activity authorized by this license is
encompassed by the overall evaluation described in the Final Environmental
Statement.

For further details with respect to this action, see (1) byproduct Material
License SCM-1559; (2) the Commission's Final Safety Evaluation Report, dated
June 18, 1993, and Supplement 1; (3) the License Application, and amendments
thereto; (4) the Environmental Report, and amendments thereto; and (5) the Final
Environmental Statement dated August 1993.

These items are available for inspection at the Commission's Public Document
Room located in the Gelman Building, Lower Level, 2120 L Street, NW.,
Washington, DC.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland this 19th day of November 1993. [-62691]
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For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Daniel M. Gillen,

Acting Chief, Uranium Recovery Branch, Division of Low-Level Waste Management
and Decommissioning, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.

[FR Doc. 93-29128 Filed 11-26-93; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 7590-01-M
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MATERIALS LICENSE

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-438). and Title 10. Code of
Federal Regulations. Chapter 1. Pans 30. 31. 32. 33.34.35.36. 39. 40. and 70. and in reliance on statements and representations heretofore made

the licensee, a license is hereby issued authorizine the licensee to receive, acquire. possess. and transfer byproduct, source, and special nuclear
naterial designated below: to use such material for the purpose(s) and at the placets) designated below: to deliver or transfer such material to

persons authorized to receive it in accordance with the regulations of the applicable Part(s). This license shall be deemed to contain the conditions
specified in Section 183 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended, and is subject to all applicable rules. regulations. and orders of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission now or hereafter in effect and to any conditions specified below.

Licensee

1. 3. License Number
Envirocare of Utah, Inc.

SMC-1559, Amendment No. 13
46 W. Broadway

"" Suite 240
* Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

4. Expiration Date November 30, 2003

0

S

0

S

0

0

, y5. Docket or 40-8989
Reference No.

yproduct. Source. and/or 7. Chemical and/or Physical 8. Maximum Amount that Licensee
pecial Nuclear Material Form May Possess at Any One Time

Under This License
1 le.(2) byproduct Packaged or Bulk
material Radioactive Waste 5.5 Million Cubic Yards

[Applicable Amendment: 5]

This license shall be deemed to contain and is subject to the conditions specified in the
Commission's regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I, Parts 19; 20; 21; 40, including Appendix A;
51; 61.80; and 61.82 and is subject to the rules, regulations, and orders of the Commission now or
hereafter in effect; and is subject to the additional conditions specified or incorporated below:

SECTION 9.0: Administrative Conditions

9.1 All notices to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission required under this license shall be
addressed to the Chief, Uranium Recovery Branch, Division of Waste Management, Office
of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards ............

9.2 Authorized place for use shall be the licensee's facility located in Section 32 of Township 1
S, Range 11 W, Tooele County, Utah, near Clive.

9.3 Authorized use is for the receipt, storage, and disposal of 11e.(2) byproduct material in
accordance with statements, descriptions, and representations contained in the licensee's
application, including appendices, submitted by cover letter dated 12/23/91; as amended by
page changes submitted on 07/02/92, 08/10/92, 04/05/93, 04/07/93, 04/10/93, 05/03/93,
05/06193, 05/11/93, 05/21/93, 07/01/93, 07/25/93, 08/03/93, 08/11/93, 08/19/93, 08/25/93,
01/14/94 (deletes only Operating Procedure TRAIN-i; other documents submitted on this
date remain in force), 01/21/94, 03101/94, 03/08/94, 04/19/94, 06/10/94, 06/29/94, 06/30/94,
07/27/94, 08/03/94, 09/1/94, 01/19/95, 03/24/95, 04/11/95 (deletes only Appendix JJ, Quality
Assurance Manual; other documents submitted on this date remain in force), 05/24/95,
06/14/95, 08/25195, 09/18/95, 04/01/98, 04/08/98, and 04/17/98.

Notwithstanding the above, the following conditions shall override any conflicting statements
contained in the licensee's application and supplements.
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[Applicable Amendments: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 11 and 12]

9.4 In accordance with NRC approved performance based license provisions:

a) The licensee may, without prior NRC approval, and subject to the conditions
specified in Part b of this condition:

(1) Make changes in the facility or process, as presented in the application.

(2) Make changes in the procedures presented in the application.

(3) Conduct tests or experiments not presented in the application.

b) The licensee shall file an application for an amendment to the license, unless the
following conditions are satisfied.

(1) The change, test, or experiment does not conflict with any requirement
specifically stated in this license (excluding material referenced in License
Condition 9.3), or impair the licensee's ability to meet all applicable NRC
regulations.

(2) There is no degradation in the essential safety or environmental
commitments in the license application, or provided by the approved
reclamation plan.

(3) The change, test, or experiment are consistent with the conclusions of
actions analyzed and selected in the site Environmental Impact Statement
(NUREG-1476) dated August 1993, and the Safety Evaluation Report
(NUREG-1486) dated January 1994. 1

c) The licensee's determinations concerning Part b of this condition, shall be made by
a Safety and Environmental Review Panel (SERP). The SERP shall consist of a

minimum of three individuals. One member of the SERP shall have expertise in
management and shall be responsible for managerial and financial approval
changes; one member shall have expertise in operations and/or construction and
shall have responsibility for implementing any operational changes; and, one member
shall be the corporate radiation safety officer (CRSO) or equivalent, with the
responsibility of assuring changes conform to radiation safety and environmental
requirements. Additional members may be included in the SERP as appropriate, to
address technical aspects such as health physics, groundwater hydrology, surface-
water hydrology, specific earth sciences, and other technical disciplines. Temporary
members or permanent members, other than the three above-specified individuals,
may be consultants.

d) The licensee shall maintain records of any changes made pursuant to this condition
until license termination. These records shall include written safety and
environmental evaluations, made by the SERP, that provide the basis for determining
changes are in compliance with the requirements referred to in Part b of this

_WU~ M_,Z )irk - - - -
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condition. The licensee shall furnish, in an annual report to NRC, a description of
such changes, tests, or experiments, including a summary of the safety and
environmental evaluation of each. In addition, the licensee shall annually submit to
the NRC changed pages to the Operations Plan and Reclamation Plan of the
approved license application to reflect changes made under this condition.

[Applicable Amendment: 7]

9.5 In order to assure that no unapproved disturbance of cultural resources occurs, the licensee
shall cease any work resulting in the discovery of previously unknown cultural artifacts and
report the discovery, in writing, to the NRC and the Utah State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO). The artifacts shall be inventoried and evaluated in accordance with 36 CFR Part
800, and no disturbance shall occur until the licensee has received written authorization from
the NRC to proceed.

9.6 Prior to the initial receipt and storage of any 11e.(2) byproduct material at the site, the
licensee shall:

a) establish and implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) for all operational
activities involving the handling, storing or disposing of radioactive materials. SOPs
for operational activities shall enumerate- pertinent radiation safety practices to be
followed. In addition, SOPs shall be established and implemented for non-
operational activities to include environmental monitoring, bioassay analysis, and
instrument calibration. An up-to-date copy of each written SOP, as controlled under
the quality assurance (QA) procedures, shall be kept in each area where it is used.

b) Deleted by Amendment 1

c) Deleted by Amendment 1

d) Deleted by Amendment 1

e) modify the Quality Control/Quality Assurance Plan to provide quality controls for
waste sampling and characterization. The plan must also be modified to provide
controls for the quality of the protective equipment (e.g., anticontamination clothing
and equipment that meets the ANSI Z-88.2 guidance (ANSI, 1989)) and respiratory
protection equipment;

design and implement an effective air sampling program in the workplace based on
Revision 1 to NRC Regulatory Guide 8.25 (1992) entitled "Air Sampling in the
Workplace," or an equivalent program.

[Applicable Amendment: 1]

9.7 Prior to the initial disposal of 11 e.(2) byproduct material, the licensee shall:

a) Deleted by Amendment 1
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b) Deleted by Amendment 1

C) Deleted by Amendment I

d) Deleted by Amendment 2

[Applicable Amendments: 1, 2]

9.8 The licensee shall have all written SOPs reviewed and approved by the CRSO, or designate,
qualified by way of specialized radiation protection training equivalent to that required for the
CRSO as defined in License Condition 9.10, before being implemented and whenever a
change in a procedure is proposed. All existing facility SOPs related to operational
and non-operational activities shall be reviewed and documented by the CRSO on an annual
basis.

[Applicable Amendment: 7]

9.9 Any change to the licensee's corporate organizational structure, as presented in the license
application, affecting the assignment or reporting responsibility of the radiation staff shall
conform to Regulatory Guide 8.31, "Information Relevant to Ensuring That Occupational
Radiation Exposures at Uranium Mills Will Be As Low As Is Reasonably Achievable."

[Applicable Amendment: 7]

9.10 The licensee shall have a CRSO responsible for the site who shall report directly to the Vice-
President of Compliance/Licensing on matters dealing with radiological safety aspects of the
licensed facility. In addition to the responsibilities and qualifications specified in the
licensee's application, the CRSO, or his designate shall be qualified as specified in Sections
1.2 and 2.4 of Regulatory Guide 8.31, "Information Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational
Radiation Exposures at Uranium Mills will be As Low As Reasonably Achievable," dated May
1983. In addition, the CRSO, or his designate shall have the authorities and responsibilities
recommended in Section 2.1 of NRC Regulatory Guide 8.31. The CRSO shall also receive
40-hours of related health and safety refresher training every two years.

The Field Radiation Safety Officer (FRSO) is responsible to the CRSO and works very closely
with the Site Manager. Individuals designated as Radiation Technician (RT) and Radiation
Monitor (RM) shall report to the Site Manager and the FRSO on matters dealing with
radiological safety. In addition, the CRSO, or his designate shall be accessible to the FRSO,
RT, and RM at all times. In addition to the responsibilities and qualifications specified in the
license application, the FRSO, RM, and RT shall have qualifications as specified in Section
2.4 of Regulatory Guide 8.31, or equivalent. Any person newly hired as an FRSO, RT, and
RM shall have all work reviewed and approved by the CRSO as part of a comprehensive
training program until appropriate course training is complete, and for at least 6 months from
the date of appointment.

For the purposes of this license condition, reference to "uranium mill" or "milling" in NRC
Regulatory Guide 8.31 shall mean the licensee's facility and authorized activities.

MI M
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[Applicable Amendment: 11]

9.11 The licensee shall conduct:

a) annual training for its facility inspectors that covers all areas included in the daily
inspections of the 11 e.(2) byproduct material and the disposal area.

b) annual operational training that covers all aspects of operational safety and
emergency procedures for all employees. The SOPs will be used to conduct

l operations training to assure consistency and thoroughness.

9.12 The licensee shall maintain an NRC-approved financial surety arrangement, consistent with
10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 9, adequate to cover the estimated costs, if accomplished
by a third party, for completion of the NRC-approved reclamation/decommissioning plan
including; above-ground decommissioning and decontamination and groundwater restoration,
as warranted.

Annual updates to the surety amount, required by 10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criterion 9, shall
be provided to the NRC at least 3 months prior to August 31 of each year. If the NRC has
not approved a proposed revision 30 days prior to the expiration date of the existing surety
arrangement, the licensee shall extend the existing arrangement, prior to expiration, for 1
year. Along with each proposed revision or annual update of the surety, the licensee shall
submit supporting documentation showing a breakdown of the costs and the basis for the
cost estimates with adjustments for inflation, maintenance of a minimum 15 percent
contingency, changes in engineering plans, activities performed, and any other conditions
affecting estimated costs for site closure. The licensee must also ensure that the surety E
covers the above-ground decommissioning and decontamination, soil and water sample
analyses, and groundwater restoration associated with the site. The basis for the cost
estimate is the NRC-approved reclamation/decommissioning plan or the NRC-approved
revisions to the plan.

Envirocare's currently approved surety instrument, Escrow Agreement (Account No.
2407000), issued by Zions First National Bank of Utah on February 7, 1996, in favor of the
NRC, shall be continuously maintained in an amount not less than $3,306,888 for the
purpose of complying with 10 CFR 40, Appendix A, Criteria 9, until a replacement is
authorized by the NRC.

[Applicable Amendments: 1, 6, 8, 9, and 10]

9.13 The licensee shall require a radiation work permit (RWP) for work where the potential for
significant exposure to radioactive materials exists and for which no SOP exists. Each RWP
shall contain the information specified in Regulatory Guide 8.31.

The CRSO, or designate, qualified by way of special radiation protection training equivalent
to that required for the CRSO as defined in License Condition 9.10, shall indicate by
signature, the review and approval of each RWP, prior to the initiation of the work. I!

[Applicable Amendment: 7)

IW 'UI
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9.14 The licensee shall provide SOPs for controlling internal contamination of workers from dust
inhalation, which shall include the use of dust suppressants (e.g., magnesium chloride or
water) on all operational roads, as necessary.

9.15 The licensee shall have the CRSO, or designate, qualified by way of specialized radiation
protection training equivalent to that required for the CRSO as described in License
Condition 9.11, perform qualitative respirator fit tests using irritant smoke for all employees
required to wear respirators prior to the initial use of a respirator and annually thereafter.
During the annual fit test, the CRSO shall ensure that the employee is correctly performing
negative pressure fit checks and shall instruct the employee that the fit test is to be
performed each time a respirator is donned and prior to entering an area where respirators
are required. The licensee shall follow the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 8.15
"Acceptable Programs for Respiratory Protection." The fit tests and fit instructions shall be
documented in the SOPs.

9.16 The licensee shall complete "as built drawings" of the facility on a annual basis. The "as built
drawings" shall be certified by a professional engineer.

9.17 The licensee shall provide for an independent internal audit of facility
operations to assure compliance with applicable regulations and license conditions. The
independent internal audit will be conducted annually by a qualified health physicist
knowledgeable on operations concerning radiation protection programs at milling/waste
disposal facilities. The contractor report shall be submitted as part of the annual report.

[Applicable Amendment 7]

SECTION 10.0: Operational Controls, Limits, and Restrictions

10.1 The licensee shall restrict eating and drinking to the administrative offices, and enclosed
lunch areas that are separated from the disposal areas. With the exception of drinking from
closeable containers, there will be no eating, drinking, smoking, defecating, or urinating in
the restricted areas, at any time.

10.2 The licensee shall analyze and adequately characterize:

a) all incoming waste to identify any new hazardous constituents not listed in License
Condition 11.1. The licensee shall develop and implement methodologies and
procedures for systematic characterization and analysis of the incoming waste, so
that any new hazardous constituents are identified. Furthermore, the licensee shall
assume that the baseline background concentrations for any new constituents are
below their detection levels, unless the licensee demonstrates to NRC staff
satisfaction that the constituents will not reach the water table in one year and
proceeds to establish background based on direct monitoring of these constituents
in the Point of Compliance (POC) wells for one full year.

b) the following key radon attenuation model parameter values during placement to
verify that the values used in the licensee's radon attenuation model have been
achieved: 1) porosity (calculated from as-placed density and specific gravity); 2)

_ _ _ _ - J . .. .,••l ~ r.
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emanation factor (contaminated material only); and 3) diffusion coefficient for the
upper ten feet of 1 le.(2) byproduct material and the radon barrier material at several -
moisture levels, including the long-term moisture content value for that material.
Testing shall be conducted at least once every 5000 cy of contaminated and radon
barrier material placed or at least two every month of material placement. The
licensee shall use American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) testing
procedures, or the equivalent- Average values for each parameter will be calculated
and provided in the annual effluent and environmental monitoring report.

[Applicable Amendment: 4]

c) the distribution of the z*Ra and 2Th concentrations in the 1 le.(2) byproduct material
in the upper 3.3 meters (10 feet) of the contaminated material to verify that the
concentration in any lift does not exceed the values used in the radon attenuation
model. The licensee shall measure the 226Ra and 0"'Th concentrations using standard
analytical procedures, for every 3000 cy of material placed for compaction or at least
once a week during material placement. The data will include the elevation (or lift
number) of the sample location. The results will be presented as average values for
each lift in the annual effluent and environmental monitoring report.

[Applicable Amendment: 4]

10.3 The licensee shall assume full responsibility for cleaning up the groundwater of all hazardous
constituents detected at the POC in concentrations that exceed the limits specified in
License Condition 11.1. It shall be assumed that the 11e.(2) disposal facility is the source
of all of the hazardous constituents detected in the POC wells, unless it can be demonstrated
to the NRC's satisfaction, based on field and laboratory data, that the 11e.(2) facility is not
the source of particular constituents. NRC shall have the final decision concerning any claim
by the licensee that the 11 e.(2) facility is not the source of a particular constituent that is
detected at the POC.

The licensee shall undertake corrective action to clean up groundwater contamination if and
when required, no later than 18 months from the date when exceedence of a standard has
first been discovered, and without taking credit for any delays caused by disagreements as
to the source of contamination. The licensee shall consider and evaluate existing and new
groundwater clean-up technologies before selecting and implementing an appropriate clean-
up program.

[Applicable Amendment: 7]

10.4 The licensee shall continue groundwater and land surface monitoring at all POC locations
throughout the post closure period until the disposal facility is transferred to long-term
government custody.

10.5 The licensee shall implement the quality assurance plan as provided in the license

application.

10.6 The licensee shall, upon arrival of the waste and before acceptance on site, visually inspect
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the waste or use the Environmental Protection Agency Paint Filter Liquid Test (SW-846,
Method 9095) to determine if the waste contains free liquid, The licensee shall not accept
any waste containing free liquid for disposal.. The licensee however, shall be subject to the
following minimum frequency of Paint filter Liquid Test analyses and sample collection
requirements: (1) for each waste stream, the minimum number of samples to be analyzed
shall be one sample for each shipment (rail or highway) for the first 1,000 yd 3 (or any part
thereof), and (2) thereafter the minimum number of samples to be analyzed shall be one
sample for each set of ten (10) shipments.

[Applicable Amendment: 13]

10.7 The licensee shall, upon arrival of waste, perform external exposure rate measurements of
the waste conveyances. Any shipment with exposure rates greater than 5 mrem per hour
at a distance of 30 cm from any surface, and which cannot be disposed of within 24 hours,
shall be posted as a Radiation Area in compliance with 10 CFR 20.1902(a) until disposed.

[Applicable Amendment: 1]

10.8 The licensee shall operate the facility in compliance with the following specifications:

a) The maximum bulk mass of waste disposed of annually will not exceed 4.536 x 105

tonnes (5 x 105 tons).

b) The maximum annual disposal area will not exceed 229 m x 168 m (equivalent to
38,472 M 2).

C) Deleted by Amendment 1

d) The total embankment capacity will not exceed 2.52 x 106 M3 (3.3 x 106 yd 3).

e) The maximum volume of waste that may be stored on site prior to disposal will not
exceed 2.743 x 104 m3 (9.687 x 105 ft3) at any one time.

f) Waste with an average concentration above 2,000 pCi/g for any radionuclide in the
uranium series or above 6,000 pCilg for any radionuclide in the thorium series in any
truck load or railcar will not be accepted.

g) Deleted by Amendment 1

h) Deleted by Amendment 1

i) The licensee shall manage waste receipt, storage, and disposal operations in such
manner as to assure compliance with the effluent concentration limits of Table 2,
Appendix B to 10 CFR 20.1001 - 20.2401 and population dose limits of 10 CFR
20.1301

The licensee shall maintain the detailed documents demonstrating compliance with the
above specifications on-site and summarize the data in the annual report.

*r
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[Applicable Amendment: 1]

SECTION 11: Inspection, Monitoring, and Recording Requirements

11.1 The licensee shall implement groundwater monitoring programs throughout the duration of
this license, to include the following:

a) Specifically, the licensee shall conduct detection monitoring, compliance monitoring,
corrective action monitoring, and post-closure monitoring in accordance with Criteria
5 and 7 of 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, the license application dated November 19,
1993, and applicable supporting documents listed in License Condition 9.3, and as
required based on the results of groundwater monitoring. The monitoring shall
involve sampling and analysis of representative samples from the POC wells defined
in the license application. All water samples shall be collected on a quarterly
schedule, at least three months apart.

b) Detection monitoring shall be conducted after the disposal operation is started as
described in Criterion 7A of 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A. Detection monitoring shall
include the constituents listed below, or any added through amendment in
accordance with License Condition 10.2(a).

Arsenic
Barium
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Cyanide
Fluoride
Lead
Mercury

Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Radium-226
Radium-228
Thorium-230
Thorium-232
Uranium
Molybdenum

Acetone
2-Butanone

Chloroform
Carbon Disulfide
1,2-Dichloroethane
Methylene Chloride
Naphthalene
2-Methyinaphthalene
Diethylphthalate

C) Pursuant to License Condition 9.4, the licensee may establish site-specific
compliance standards as the higher of 1) background concentrations, or 2) MCLs
provided in 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A, Table 5C - for those constituents already
identified in its NRC-approved detection monitoring program. The licensee must
submit to NRC for approval, any proposed site-specific standards for newly identified
hazardous constituents that are identified in the incoming waste for which a
background concentration level has not been approved by NRC in accordance with
License Condition 10.2a.

d) Compliance monitoring shall be implemented by the licensee in accordance with
Criteria 7A and 5B(1) of 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A for those constituents qualifying
as hazardous constituents under Criterion 5B(2) of 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A. The
compliance monitoring period for a particular constituent shall continue from the time
a site-specific groundwater protection standard for that constituent is established,
until this license is terminated. Table STD-1 in the license application provides a list
of hazardous constituents that have been detected in the groundwater above
background and for which site-specific standards have been established for the
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disposal site.

e) Corrective action may be required by NRC if the established standards are exceeded.
Corrective action monitoring shall be implemented in conjunction with a corrective
action program in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of corrective actions
undertaken by the licensee.

f) Post-closure monitoring shall involve monitoring undertaken after the disposal
operation is stopped and until license termination.

g) If a baseline background ground-water quality value listed in the attached Table S-1
for any of the above constituents is exceeded, or if a new hazardous constituent,
identified based on waste characterization (see License Condition 10.2(a)) is
detected in a POC well, the licensee shall take a confirmatory sample within 72
hours, excluding weekends and holidays, and have it analyzed. Upon receipt of the

sample analysis, if the second sample does not indicate exceedenceldetection, a
third sample shall be taken within 72 hours, excluding weekends and holidays, and
analyzed. If neither the second nor third samples indicate exceedence/ detection, the
first sample shall be considered in error. If the second or third sample indicates
exceedence/detection, the licensee shall notify NRC and meet the reporting
requirements as stated in License Condition 12.2.

In addition, within 30 days from the receipt of the analysis results, the licensee shall
develop and implement proposed site-specific standards for groundwater protection
and develop a written compliance monitoring plan. The compliance monitoring plan
will be in accordance with the sampling schedule specified in Part a) of this license
condition and in the applicable regulations, for individual constituents that have beenp detected in the POC wells in excess of the background values.

All water sampling and analysis activities shall be carried out in accordance with the
sampling procedures of a certified laboratory. The sampling of the monitoring wells
shall be conducted according to acceptable industry standards and in conformance
to the proposed quality assurance measures provided in Appendix Z of the license
application.

[Applicable Amendments: 1, 2, and 7]

11.2 The licensee shall analyze or submit for analysis by a certified laboratory any monitoring
samples within two weeks of the end of the appropriate monitoring compliance period.
Inclusion of results into occupational exposure calculations shall be performed within 1 week
of receipt of the analysis results. Non-routine samples shall be submitted for analysis by a
certified laboratory or the licensee shall begin analysis within 2 working days after sample
collection and the CRSO shall review results within 2 working days of receipt of results.

11.3 The licensee shall require that the CRSO and the Site Engineer perform and document joint
inspections of all work areas at least monthly. The licensee shall correct any deficiency
noted during the inspection within 7 working days. The results of the inspections and any
necessary corrective actions should be reported in the annual report.
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11.4 The licensee shall:

a) Monitor the following to demonstrate compliance with Subpart C of Part 20, in
addition to any personnel monitoring required by 10 CFR 20.1502:

(1) Continuously monitor at least the following areas for airborne concentrations
of mRn and °Rn as per Section 7.3.2 of the license application (see License
Condition 9.3):

(i) Waste Unloading Area
(ii) Waste Storage Area
(iii) Covered Waste Area
(iv) Security Guard Trailer

(2) Shall perform Airborne Particulate Monitoring as per Section 7.3.1 of the
license application (see License Condition 9.3); .

(3) Shall perform gamma radiation exposure measurements of the work area as
per Section 7.3.3 of license application (see License Condition 9.3); and

(4) Shall demonstrate that the monitoring locations are representative of the
occupational exposure to radiation and radioactive materials.

b) Monitor the following to demonstrate compliance with Subpart D of Part 20:

(1) Continuously monitor the site perimeter as per Section 7.4 of the license
application (see License Condition 9.3) for m2Rn and 2°Rn airborne
concentrations;0 (2) Shall monitor the effluent release of airborne particulates as per Section 7.4
of the license application (see License Condition 9.3) at the air sampling
stations listed in Table 7.2 of the license application (see License Condition
9.3);

(3) Shall perform gamma radiation exposure measurements of the unrestricted
area as per Section 7.3.3 of the license application (see License Condition
9.3); and

(4) Shall assume that the measured net values originated solely from the 11 e.(2)
disposal facility.

c) Calculate total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) for its occupational workers and the
public to demonstrate that the 5000 mrem (50 mSv) and 100 mrem (1 mSv) dose
limits, respectively are not exceeded.

SECTION 12: Reporting RequirementsSi _ E
P'rintd (in rfx•vciU rare
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12.1 Deleted by Amendment 4

12.2 The licensee shall notify the NRC in the event a baseline background water quality value or
a groundwater quality standard established for the site is exceeded; or if a new hazardous
constituent that was not originally included in the initial list of hazardous constituents, but
was subsequently identified in the incoming waste, is detected in the POC wells - as
confirmed by groundwater monitoring. The licensee shall notify Region IV and the Chief,
Uranium Recovery Branch, Division of Waste Management, Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards by telephone within 7 days and by letter within 30 days from the time the
exceedence is confirmed, or a new hazardous constituent identified by laboratory analyses
(see License Condition 11.1).

The licensee shall submit to the NRC a consolidated groundwater sampling report that
summarizes the quarterly groundwater data and analyses as part of the licensee's annual
reporting requirement.

[Applicable Amendment: 7]

12.3 The licensee shall perform an annual ALARA audit of the radiation safety program which
shall be led by the CRSO or designate, qualified by way of specialized radiation protection
training equivalent to that required for the CRSO as defined in License Condition 9.10, in
accordance with Section 2.3.3 of Regulatory Guide 8.31. The audit team should contain a
representative from corporate management. A report of this audit shall be submitted to
corporate headquarters and the Chief, Uranium Recovery Branch, Division of Waste
Management, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, within 60 days after
conducting the audit. The report shall include detailed summaries of the analytical results
of the radiological surveys. In order to evaluate the ALARA objective, the licensee shall, at
a minimum, review the following records:

a) Bioassay results including any actions taken when the results exceeded action levels
in Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 8.22, "Bioassay at Uranium Mills," dated January
1987.

b) Records of external and internal exposure.

C) Safety meeting minutes, attendance records, and training program records.

d) Daily inspection log entries and summary reports of the monthly reviews.

e) Radiological survey and monitoring data, as well as environmental radiological
effluent and monitoring data.

f) Surveys required by radiation work permits.

* g) Reports on overexposure submitted to NRC and the State of Utah.

h) Reviews of operating and monitoring procedures completed during the period.

Printed on recvlcld Dan
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The audit shall also address any noticeable trends in personnel exposures for identifiable
categories of workers and types of activities, any trends in radiological effluent data, and the
performance of exposure and effluent control equipment as well as its utilization,
maintenance, and inspection history. Any recommendations to further reduce personnel
exposures or environmental releases of uranium or radon and radon progeny shall be
included in the report.

12.4 The licensee shall conduct an annual land use survey for a 5 km radius around the site. The

purpose is to assess population growth or industry growth in the immediate vicinity of the

Clive facility and provide an inventory of domestic and agricultural wells within the survey

area. The licensee shall document this survey in the annual report.

12.5 The licensee shall immediately notify Region IV and the Chief, Uranium Recovery Branch,
Division of Waste Management, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards by
telephone within 24 hours and by letter within 7 days of any waste shipment where a violation
of applicable regulations or license conditions has been found.

12.6 The licensee shall, unless otherwise specified, submit an annual report documenting: 1) the
annual reporting requirements as specified in the license conditions, 2) the results of
calibration of equipment, 3) reports on audits and inspections completed during the year,
4) the results of all meetings and training courses required by this license, and 5) any other
significant subsequent information, reviews, investigations, and corrective actions. This
report, covering the calendar year, shall be submitted to the NRC by March 1 following the
first full year after receipt of this license, and by March 31 every year thereafter. Unless
otherwise specified in the NRC regulations, all such documentation shall be maintained at
the site and corporate headquarters for a period of at least five (5) years.

[Applicable Amendment: 4]

12.7 The licensee shall, at least three months prior to license termination, provide a report which
demonstrates the site has met all applicable provisions for license termination and transfer
of the facility to the government for long-term custody in accordance with 10 CFR Part 40,
Appendix A, Criterion 11. Specifically, the licensee shall document that: (1) the
concentrations of all of the listed hazardous constituents at the POC are within their
designated concentration limits (standards); (2) if a corrective action program was carried
out that the hazardous constituents contaminating the ground-water were returned to their
designated limits; and, (3) the facility has been properly decontaminated and
decommissioned in accordance with the decontamination and decommissioning plan
proposed by the applicant in the license application approved by the NRC. The license
termination will not occur until the licensee has demonstrated that these actions have been
completed.

12.8 The licensee shall immediately report: 1) any failure of the 11e.(2) byproduct material
disposal cell that results in a release of waste into unrestricted areas; or 2) any unusual
conditions that if not corrected could indicate the potential or lead to the failure of the system
and result in a release of waste into an unrestricted area; to NRC Region IV
and the Chief, Uranium Recovery Branch, Division of Waste Management, Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards.
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Jose6h J. Holonich, Chlef
Uranium Recovery Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
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T ble STO-I
NRC-Appovoed Site-Specific Stmndards

MAe of Novomber 20, 19961

Constituenl Point of Compliene MonaItlork Wells

19A 20 24 26 20 27 26 29 67 68 60 63

Ino0rgan•c
Commwents,

Arsenco" 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.11 0.20 0.059 0.076 0.06 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.06

Cmnlituel.ms
fpcim)

None

Oliganic
Constituents
luoal:

None

Site-speclfic standard for arenrc in different Point of Compliance IPOCI wells wes eltablished 11 the Ngher of: Ill 0.06 ng/l. wNch is the value lot maximumrt concent•ation
for ground water protection provided foIr hs Constituent In 10 CFR Part 40. Table 6C. Appendix A; and •b) approved background concentration in Table S1 fRevislon 1. dated
Noverriber 20. 19961.
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License Ntmber: SMC-16b fAmeend 101

Docket N umber: 40-8909

1 ble S- I

NRC-Appeoved Background Concentraltion

Contituent Point_ of Com__l____ Mo_ for_ _w_ _ __s

9IA 20 24 26 26 2? 28 29 67 63 so 03

A,"enic"' 0.036 0.042 0.032 0.11 0.2 0.069 0.079 0.023 0.026 0.12 0.023 0.034
iten" 0.02 0.023 0.036 0.044 0.044 0.063 0.033 0.030 0.040 0.043 0.037 0.097

*..yitmn 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.003 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
C edmium" 0 004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0 004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004
Chtomium, 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
Cyanide"' 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
FIuoride"' 1.12 0.86 0.83 1.04 0.98 1.18 1.02 0.93 0.99 1.11 0.34 1.08
Leedm 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006
Mercuay'o 0.00029 0.0002 0.0002 0.00020 0.00033 0.00033 0.00033 0.0006 0.00049 0.00040
Molybden.um"t 0.00034 0.00049 0.33 0.3 0.70 0.66 0.40 0.37 0.63 2 0.31 0.31
Nickel" 0.76 0.33 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.30 0.01 0.01
Seleniun" 0.01 0.01 0009 0.006 0.014 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.01 0.016 0.006
Silvee, 0.006 0.056 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006

0.006 0.006 0.006
&edioarliva

Radium-226 . 228" 6 47 6.36 4.97 336 3.69 6.16 3 39 4.07 4.13
Thoant.,230"' 3.28 687 1.70 26 1.61 4.02 1.16 2.29 3 83 6 is 00 2 62
Tharrum-232"' 2.23 1.04 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.18 0.84 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

U, nsum" 002 0.13 0.033 0.02? 0.011 0.040 0.0076 0.02 0.011
0.0061 0.013 0.036

CamtiLLnis

Acetone' 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
2-SuLanone" 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
Chloolom" 20 20 20 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 20 2.0 2.0

2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 30 2.0 2.0 2.0
Cwbon dieuilide" 2.0 2.0 20 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
1.2-Oichtoroethane" 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 20 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Mothylsnen Chloridea 2.0 2.0 4 0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 4.0
Nephthalenoe 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Oiethylphthlsleteo 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
2-Mathylnaphthalfen. 4.0 4.0 4.0

III Background levels in all wellsl at of Imean + 2 sltndard deviallon|l.

121 Background levels in all wells set at analytical detection limit because Imemn + 2 stlndard devlatioonl is less then the detection limit.

(31 6.choround levels set at (mean + 2 slr•eard devlaltlonl at analytical detection fimit. whichever Is Ioroer.

(Applicable Amendments; 2. 3. 6. end 71
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION '98 JtL 27 P 3:02

) O27i(, ',
) RULerV ",

In the Matter of: ) Docket No. 4 0 -86 8 1 ADJUDt.
INTERNATIONAL URANIUM )
(USA) CORPORATION )
(source material license amendment)) July 23, 1998

STATE OF UTAH'S REQUEST FOR HEARING
AND PETITION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE

I. Introduction

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission recently amended

International Uranium (USA) Corporation's ("IUSA") Source Material License

No. SUA-1358. The State of Utah received notification of the approval of the

amendment request via facsimile transmission on June 23, 1998 from IUSA.

Accordingly, the State of Utah hereby submits its Request for a Hearing and

Petition for Leave to Intervene in accordance with 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart L.

II. Background

A. Procedural History

On March 3, 1998, IUSA sent a letter to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (the "NRC") requesting that the NRC amend IUSA's Source

FF



Material License No. SUA-1358. IUSA sought a performance-based licensing

scheme that would allow them to accept alternate feed materials without prior

NRC approval. Letter from Hoellen to Holonich of 3/3/98, at 2-3.

On May 8, 1998, IUSA submitted a letter request to NRC for another

amendment to their Source Material License No. SUA-1358. IUSA requested

an amendment that would allow them to receive and process uranium-bearing

material from the Ashland 2 Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program

("FUSRAP") site, near Tonawanda, New York. Letter from Rehmann to

Holonich on 5/8/98, at 1.

Also on May 8, 1998, IUSA submitted a Petition for Reconsideration of

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's "Final Position and Guidance on the

Use of Uranium Feed Material Other Than Natural Ores" (the "Petition").

The Petition sought to dismiss concerns about "sham disposals" and attempted

to persuade the NRC to change its position on how to determine whether a

mill would process material primarily for its source material content. IUSA

hoped that the NRC would adopt the position that, by definition, a licensed

uranium mill always mills ore, including alternate feed materials, primarily for

its source material content, thus bypassing the NRC's current requirements.

Additionally on May 8, 1998, William J. Sinclair ("Sinclair"), the

2



Director of the Radiation Control Division of the Utah Department of

Environmental Quality, received a Notice of Significant Meeting dated May 1,

1998, by facsimile from James R. Park, Project Manager, Uranium Recovery

Branch, Division of Waste Management, NMSS, that detailed a meeting

scheduled for May 12, 1998, from 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon to "discuss NRC's

policy concerning the disposal of non- 11e. (2) byproduct material in uranium

mill tailings impoundments." Representatives of IUSA and the National

Mining Association participated in the meeting.

On May 11, 1998, Sinclair sent a letter to Joseph J. Holonich, Chief of

the Uranium Recovery Branch of the NRC's Division of Waste Management,

describing Utah's concerns about any proposed amendments to IUSA's Source

Material License. Utah opposes any performance-based licensing scheme that

bypasses public input.

On May 13, 1998, IUSA withdrew the Petition of May 8th and refiled a

new petition on that day. The new petition omitted a discussion that related to

hazardous constituents but retained the overall thrust of the first petition.

Letter from Hoellen to Sinclair on 5/13/98, at 1.

On June 5, 1998, representatives and counsel from IUSA met with

Sinclair and Dr. Dianne R. Nielson ("Dr. Nielson"), Executive Director of the

3



Utah Department of Environmental Quality, to discuss issues ranging from

failure of IUSA to provide timely information on the performance-based

licensing to the Ashland 2 amendment approval. Later that afternoon, IUSA

presented information to the Utah Radiation Control Board concerning the

status of White Mesa Mill operations.

On June 10, 1998, Dr. Nielson, sent a letter to Dr. Shirley A. Jackson

("Dr. Jackson"), Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The letter

indicated that the Department had received a letter of May 29, 1998, from

Joseph J. Holonich ("Holonich"), NRC Uranium Recovery Branch Manager.

In the letter, Holonich indicated that the NRC had received a White Paper

submitted by the National Mining Association that requested fundamental

changes to the regulation of uranium mills including modification of the

current alternate feed guidance. In the letter to Dr. Jackson, Dr. Nielson

indicated that Utah has an active mill that has received alternative feed materials

in the past and that there appears to be an enhanced interest in finding facilities

that can process waste materials, especially those from the Department of

Energy. Dr. Nielson further indicated that as uranium mills expand their

operations to receive primarily alternate feed materials instead of ores, the

NRC should appropriately consider a separate standard for such "reprocessing"

4



facilities. Holonich's letter alluded to the establishment of a new part to 10

CFR Part 40, which would address uranium recovery facilities. Dr. Nielson

concluded that this appeared to be a correct course of action, i.e., recognizing

the difference between processing of traditional ores and reprocessing of waste

materials that resemble ores such that a facility does not have to significantly

modify the millworks. Dr. Nielson urged stakeholder involvement in future

discussions of changes and encouraged the NRC to look at the policy issue that

shifts "reprocessing" to "waste disposal in disguise."

On June 23, 1998, Sinclair received a facsimile transmission from IUSA

that detailed NRC's amendment of IUSA's Source Material License No. SUA-

1358 (Exhibit 1). The amendment allowed IUSA to receive, process, and

dispose of uranium-bearing material from the Ashland 2 FUSRAP site.

On June 30, 1998, the Department of Environmental Quality held two

conference calls with IUSA's staff and counsel. The first conference call, held

between Michelle Rehmann of IUSA, Sinclair, and Robert Herbert of the

Division of Radiation Control, focused on the concepts associated with

performance-based licensing of alternate feed materials. Division of Radiation

Control staff tried to gain an understanding of where in the performance based

licensing process the State of Utah could receive information relating to

5



alternate feed approvals by the White Mesa Mill as well as what remedies the

State would have if it disagreed with a particular alternate feed approval. Later

that day, Utah officials held another conference call with IUSA staff and

counsel, including Michelle Rehmann, Earl Hoellen, Anthony Thompson and

others. The conference call mainly focused on issues raised in two articles

appearing in Salt Lake City, Utah newspapers relating to the Ashland 2

FUSRAP approval by the NRC. In a follow-up letter dated July 1, 1998, Earl

L. Hoellen, IUSA's President and Chief Executive Officer, addressed IUSA's

concerns about these articles and criticized statements attributed to DEQ

employees as shedding an unfavorable light on the Ashland 2 proposal.

B. Factual Background

IUSA operates uranium mining and processing facilities in the western

United States, including the White Mesa Mill (the "Mill") near Blanding, Utah.

The Mill processes conventional uranium ores and other types of ores with an

acid leaching system and then disposes of the 11e. (2) byproduct material in its

tailings impoundment. In addition, the mill has a co-product recovery circuit

for vanadium. The NRC regulates the Mill under Source Material License No.

SUA-1358, granted following the Mill's construction in 1980 and renewed in

6



1997. The license covers receipt and processing of uranium ores, limiting the

total production of U30 8 to 4380 tons per year, and regulates the disposal and

reclamation of the uranium byproduct materials in accordance with 10 CFR

Part 40, Appendix A.

The June 23, 1998 amendment to the Mill's license allows IUSA to

receive and process uranium-bearing materials from the Ashland 2 FUSRAP

site, which is currently under the management of the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers. IUSA plans to receive and process approximately 24,000 to 25,000

dry tons of material from the Ashland 2 site. The uranium content of these

materials has been difficult to estimate, and IUSA admits that the content

probably ranges from nondetectable to approximately 1.0 percent. While the

NRC claims the material may meet the definition of the Atomic Energy Act's

1le. (2) byproduct material, it is not subject to NRC regulation until received

by IUSA because it was produced by an activity not licensed by the NRC after

November 8, 1978. Letter from Holonich to Rehmann on 6/23/98, Enclosure

(1), at 6.
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III. Discussion

A. Requirements for Intervention

The scope of 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart L, Informal Hearing Procedures

for Adjudications in Materials and Operator Licensing Proceedings, includes a

request for a hearing in a proceeding for the amendment of a materials license

subject to 10 CFR Part 40. The State of Utah's request for a hearing and

petition to intervene in JUSA's request to amend its Part 40 license is thus

subject to Subpart L.

When a person other than the applicant requests a hearing, the requestor

must demonstrate standing, taking into consideration (1) the nature of the

requestor's rights under the Atomic Energy Act, (2) the nature and extent of

the requestor's property, financial, or other interests in the proceedings; and (3)

the possible effects of any order that may be entered in the proceeding upon the

requestor's interest. 10 CFR § 2.1205(h). Additionally, the Commission looks

to judicial concepts of standing in determining whether a petitioner's interest

may be affected by a licensing proceeding. Thus, petitioner's injury must

arguably fall within the zone of interests sought to be protected by the Atomic

Energy Act (AEA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Atlas

Corporation (Moab, Utah facility), LBP-97-9, 45 NRC 414, 416 (1997) (referring

8



to Yankee Atomic Electric Co. (Yankee Nuclear Power Station), CLI-96-1, 43

NRC 1, 6 (1996)). The petition must allege injury-in-fact; the injury must be

fairly traceable to the challenged action; and the injury must be redressable by

the Commission. Id.; Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560-61

(1992). While the petitioner has the burden of establishing standing, the

presiding officer is to "construe the petition in favor of the petitioner." Georgia

Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech Research Reactor), CLI-95-12, 42 NRC

111, 115 (1995); Atlas, 45 NRC at 416.

Finally, the requestor must describe in detail (1) the requestor's interest

in the proceedings; (2) how those interest may be affected by the results of the

proceeding; (3) the requestor's areas of concern about the subject licensing

action; and (4) the timeliness of the hearing request. 10 CFR § 2.1205(e).

B. The State Has a Right To Be Made a Party to the Proceeding

Section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 USC § 2339(a), grants the

right to a hearing "upon the request of any person whose interest may be

affected by the [licensing] proceeding and shall admit such person as a party to

the proceeding." As more fully discussed below, the State has a right to

participate in the proceeding to protect the State's citizens, its proprietary and
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sovereign interests, and its interest as trustee for all waters owned by the

citizens of the State.

First, under the doctrine of parenspatriae, the State has a quasi-sovereign

right to protect the interests of its citizens. Hawaii v. Standard Oil Co. of

California, 405 U.S. 251, 258 (1972) (State may act to prevent or repair harm to

its quasi-sovereign interests); Alfred L. Snapp & Son v. Puerto Rico, 458 U.S.

592, 600-607 (1982) (State has a quasi-sovereign interest in the physical and

economic health and well-being of its residents).

Second, the State has the right to protect its proprietary and sovereign

interest in its lands, waters, wildlife, and other natural resources. For example,

under State law "[a]ll wildlife existing within the state, not held by private

ownership and legally acquired, is the property of the state." Utah Code Ann.

23-13-3.

Third, the State has the right to protect its interests as trustee for all the

surface and groundwater in the State. See Utah Code Ann. § 73-1-1 ("All

waters in this state, whether above or under the ground, are hereby declared to

be the property of the public, subject to all existing rights to the use thereof.");

J.j.N.P. Co. v. State Division of Wildlife Resources, 655 P.2d 1133, 1136 (Utah

1982) ("The State regulates the use of the water, in effect, as trustee for the
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benefit of the people."); Tanner v. Bacon, 103 Utah 494, 136 P.2d 957 (1943).

In addition, the State is recognized as the trustee for natural resources, including

surface and groundwater resources, for damage recovery actions under the

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 42

USC § 9607(f).

Finally, the State will suffer injury-in-fact if the NRC allows IUSA to

process the alternate feed material from the Ashland 2 FUSRAP site. In

particular, allowing IUSA to receive, process, and dispose of the uranium-

bearing material without the normal public input for NRC license amendments

will remove Utah's established right to participate in such proceedings.

Additionally, the amendment allows for processing and disposal of material

that has a very low uranium concentration, making it unlikely that the material

is being processed primarily for its source material content. Instead, the

amendment will allow the Mill to become a disposal facility and will let IUC

circumvent the stricter disposal requirements of 10 CFR Part 61. See

Subsection D. below. Moreover, the NRC has licensed an lie. (2) disposal cell

under 10 CFR Part 40 at a Utah facility that does not have uranium processing

capabilities and has held that licensee to a "higher standard." Thus, two

facilities that can dispose of the same material are held to different safety

11



standards. Clearly, the amendment would substantially diminish Utah's ability

to ensure protection of its environment, natural resources, and citizens.

Accordingly, the State has standing to intervene in this proceeding because the

proposed amendment threatens to cause "distinct and palpable" injury to the

State and its citizens. Kelley v. Selin, 42 F.3d 1501, 1508 (6th Cir.), cert. denied,

115 S. Ct. 2611 (1995), quoting Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 501 (1975).

C. The State Has Significant Interests in this Proceeding

As demonstrated above, the State has significant interests that it seeks to

protect through intervention in this proceeding. First, the State has an interest

in protecting the health and safety of its numerous citizens who live, work, or

travel at or near IUSA's milling facility and tailings impoundment. This is

further emphasized due to concerns raised by Native Americans residing in the

State. The Navajo Utah Commission of the Navajo Nation Council passed a

resolution on July 9, 1998, and transmitted a copy to the NRC's staff. The

resolution raises concerns regarding the transportation of nuclear waste material

into Blanding, Utah and the processing of such waste and other uranium

byproducts at IUSA's White Mesa Mill.

In addition to health and safety, the interests protected by the State
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include the economic welfare of its citizens. This includes protecting the

integrity of ground and surface water, which local residents depend upon for

drinking water and irrigation and which livestock and wildlife also use. It also

includes protecting the area's tax base, which may be adversely affected by a

drop in tourism and property values and loss of economic development caused

by any future releases from IUSA's tailings impoundments.

Finally, the State also has an interest in protecting the integrity of its

wildlife and natural resources, including air, soil, ground and surface water,

from contamination caused as a result of any releases from IUSA's tailing piles.

D. The State's Interests Will be Affected by the Proceeding

If the NRC allows IUSA to receive, process, and dispose of the Ashland

2 materials, it will irreparably harm Utah's interests. The concept of "sham

disposals" is not a "classic red herring" as IUSA claims. Rather, sham disposals

represent a vital concern that could significantly damage Utah's capabilities to

protect its environment, natural resources, and citizens. If the NRC allows

IUSA to process and dispose of alternate feed materials that contain very little

source material, they effectively make the Mill a low level radioactive waste

disposal facility. A low-level waste disposal facility must meet requirements of
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R313-25 (equivalent to 10 CFR Part 61) and is subject to provisions of the Utah

Radiation Control Act, Utah Code Ann. 19-3-105, which require approval of a

siting application, approval of a license application, local approval, and

legislative and gubernatorial approval. Moreover, the NRC itself has set the

precedent of a "higher standard" for disposal facilities and has indicated in

Holonich's letter to the State of May 29, 1998, that there may be a need to

regulate uranium processing facilities differently than traditional uranium mills

that only process ores from mining operations. In addition, the State of Utah

has required an NRC-licensed 1le. (2) disposal facility to apply for and receive a

State of Utah Ground Water Discharge Permit.

The following is an example of the difference in the State's regulatory

scheme versus that of the NRC's strategy for the White Mesa Mill. The State of

Utah developed a list of 28 non-radiological parameters with the basis being an

NRC report which surveyed Title II mills and contents of their tailings. For

example, nickel, molybdenum, and beryllium were metals typically identified

as being associated with uranium ores. TOC and TOX were added as an

additional scan for other parameters. Also, organics are typically found in

tailings, and those associated with tailings operations were added to the list.

Experience with regulating the groundwater at the NRC licensed 11e. (2)
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facility in Utah has identified an ongoing need to be familiar with the wastes

being received as uranium mill tailings. The tailings being received at the NRC

licensed facility are variable, and a recent DRC staff report recommended the

monitoring program should include such parameters as pesticides, PCBs, and

semi-volatile compounds like anthracene and chrysene as a result of the

addition of "new" 1 le. (2) waste streams.

Currently, IUSA's Source Material License requires monitoring for four

parameters in the groundwater. This is a questionable requirement even for a

uranium mill processing ore, and as alternate feed materials become a common

element of the mill operation, undetected releases of a radiological or non-

radiological constituents could occur due to the limited monitoring and because

of the potential for many additional constituents to be received in alternate feed

as compared to conventional ores. Contrary to IUSA's beliefs, properly

licensed low level radioactive waste disposal facilities represent a safer and more

strictly regulated facility than a tailings impoundment. Thus, the license

amendment allows IUSA to bypass the stricter requirements of R313-25

(equivalent tolO CFR Part 61), disposing of the material in a less regulated, less

safe facility and threatening to harm Utah's environment, natural resources,

and citizens. Furthermore, this license amendment will set a dangerous
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precedent that could lead to massive amounts of similar material being

"processed" at the Mill rather than being disposed of in a proper, safer low level

waste disposal facility. While Utah may not oppose IUSA processing of

alternate feed materials with a high enough source content to be economically

viable, anything less circumvents the law and harms Utah's interests.

Additionally, Utah has concerns about the hazardous waste content of

the Ashland 2 material. If the NRC allows IUSA to receive the Ashland 2

material without adequate testing for hazardous materials, they will completely

remove Utah's right to regulate these constituents. Furthermore, by amending

IUSA's license to allow for receipt, processing, and disposal of potentially

hazardous materials, the NRC would act contrary to their own guidance and

could damage the surrounding environment, natural resources, and citizens of

Utah.

E. The State's Areas of Concern

Utah simply wants the NRC to properly apply its own guidance to

IUSA's request. Under the NRC's staff guidance "Final Position and Guidance

on the Use of Uranium Mill Feed Material Other Than Natural Ores," ("Staff

Guidance") 60 Fed. Reg. 49,296 (1995), the NRC staff must make the following
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determinations when reviewing requests to process material other than natural

uranium ores:

(1) Whether the feed material meets the definition of "ore";

(2) Whether the ore is being processed primarily for its source material

content; and

(3) Whether the feed material contains hazardous waste.

Utah does not dispute that the Ashland 2 material probably falls within the

NRC's broad definition of "ore." However, Utah does have concerns that the

NRC has not adequately applied the final two criteria and feels that the NRC

has erred in its assessment, Technical Evaluation Report ("TER"), Request to

Receive and Process Ashland 2 FUSRAP Material, Docket No.40-8681.

First, Utah disputes IUSA's claim, and the NRC's approval of the claim,

that IUSA plans to process the Ashland 2 materials primarily for its source

material content. As stated in the Staff Guidance, a proposed processing is

primarily for the source-material content if the requestor satisfies either the co-

disposal test or the licensee certification and justification test. IUSA has failed

to meet either of these tests. Under the co-disposal test, the NRC approves feed

material for disposal in a tailings impoundment if the material would be

approved under the "Final Revised Guidance on Disposal of Non-Atomic
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Energy Act of 1954, Section 1le. (2) Byproduct Material in Tailings

Impoundments." 60 Fed. Reg. 49,296, 49297 (1995). The amendment simply

states, without any justification, that the Ashland 2 material meets this test.

Utah asserts that the NRC must apply the test and demonstrate that it is met

prior to any license amendment. Additionally, the material clearly fails to

satisfy the requirement that "[r]adioactive material not regulated under the

AEA shall not be authorized for disposal in an 1le. (2) byproduct material

impoundment." 60 Fed. Reg. 49,296 (1995). See Letter from Holonich to

Rehmann of 6/23/98, Enclosure (1), at 6 ( "[T]his material is not subject to

NRC regulation until it is received by IUSA.") (emphasis added).

Also, Utah believes that the NRC did not appropriately apply the

licensee certification and justification test. While IUSA did supply a signed

affirmation that the uranium-bearing material is being processed primarily for

the recovery of uranium and for no other purpose, Utah finds IUSA's

justifications for this conclusion inadequate. The material clearly contains very

little recoverable uranium, making source material retrieval a financial

disincentive.

The State has attempted to determine the average content of uranium in

the Ashland 2 material. Initially, the staff relied on the information supplied to
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the NRC, and upon examining the information, discovered that the statement

of page 4 of the TER is incorrect. The TER states that "[t]he proposed alternate

feed material contains varying concentrations of uranium, ranging from non-

detectable to greater than 1.0 percent by weight, depending on the sample

location." The NRC staff assumed that "ND" in the Ashland report meant

non-detectable whereas the report indicates that "ND" meant not-determined.

The State attempted to assess an average uranium content assuming

"ND" meant zero. The uranium content is favorable only if you exclude the

"not-determined" data. The content is much less if "not-determined" is zero

and added into the average. Further complicating the State's evaluation was the

unavailability of the "FUSRAP Remedial Investigation Report For the

Tonawanda Site," which contained the complete data set that might have

allowed the State to estimate an average uranium content in the material. The

State requested this information from IUSA on July 6, 1998, and IUSA

provided excerpts from the report on July 15, 1998 to DRC staff.

The State concluded that only after a full review of the Remedial

Investigation Report could a determination of average uranium content in the

material be made with any degree of confidence.

Even though the material's source content is low, IUSA offered several
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arguments that would make processing the Ashland 2 material economically

viable; however, Utah finds IUSA's arguments lacking credibility and not

supported by sound financial or economic justifications and facts. In all,

neither the co-disposal test nor the licensee certification and justification test has

been met, and the State requests that the NRC reevaluate the facts surrounding

this situation. In doing so, the NRC should determine that IUSA is not

processing the Ashland 2 material primarily for its source-material content.

Second, Utah has a concern that the Ashland 2 material may contain

hazardous constituents. The amendment requires that "ICF Kaiser, the

USACE contractor charged with excavating the material and preparing it for

shipment offsite, will conduct confirmatory testing of excavated materials prior

to their shipment to ensure that listed hazardous wastes will not be included in

shipments to White Mesa." Letter from Holonich to Rehmann of 6/23/98,

Enclosure (1), at 4 (emphasis added). The amendment fails to address the nature

and extent of this post-excavation testing, and more testing should be done prior

to excavation to protect against dilution and mixing. Utah opposes amending

IUSA's license when the material proposed for processing is not subjected to a

rigorous process to ensure that it does not contain hazardous constituents.

Utah submits that defined investigations and testing, prior to excavation, is
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necessary to ensure that the Ashland 2 material does not contain hazardous

constituents. Additionally, the Remedial Investigation Report for the

Tonawanda Site on page 1-29 indicates the presence of BNAE compounds

detected in samples including 2-methylnaphthalene, phenanthrene,

fluoranthene, pyrene, benzo(a) anthracene, bis (s-ethylhexy) phthalate,

chrysene, and benzo (a) pyrene and suggests that the area may have been used

for disposal of oil refinery residues. Several oil refinery residues are "listed

hazardous waste" under 40 CFR Part 261 The NRC evaluation in relation to

hazardous waste determination is, therefore, not adequate. Until conclusive

evidence is provided that the material does not contain hazardous constituents,

the amendment should not be allowed.

Furthermore, the Ashland 2 proposal requires sampling (profiling) by

the generator of the waste as well as verification sampling upon arrival at the

Mill. Both of these activities are consistent with a commercial disposal

operation, not a reprocessing operation. However, the Proposed Plan for the

Ashland 1 and Ashland 2 Sites of November 1997 states that in addition to

principal constituents of concern, i.e., radionuclides, copper, lead, and

vanadium, there were "other constituents" identified and considered when

ptrforming the risk assessments. In order to evaluate these "other constituents"
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and possibly shed additional light on the hazardous waste determination

question, the State needs to review the entire Baseline Risk Assessment for the

Tonawanda Site (DOE, 1995).

Finally, the State has found other errors in the TER. One example of

NRC staff error in the review of the Ashland 2 license amendment is on page 2

of the TER, Transportation Requirements. The TER indicates that "[t]he

containers will be loaded on flatbed railcars and transported cross-country to

the final rail destination (expected to be either near Grand Junction, Colorado

or Green River, Utah)." The State has learned, via correspondence from Allied

Waste East Carbon Development Corporation to the Division of Radiation

Control on July 10, 1998, that the actual off-loading of the containers will take

place at East Carbon, Utah at the solid waste management facility. The TER

indicates that the waste off-loading and transport will take place northeast of

the facility and include travel on certain, previously evaluated roads.

However, the actual off-loading is planned for an area southwest of the Mill,

and the travel route includes roads not previously described or evaluated as part

of the transportation scenario. As such, the TER is in error and brings into

question the accuracy of other statements made in the TER.
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F. Timeliness

10 CFR § 2.1205(d)(2)(ii) allows a "person, other than an applicant, [to]

file a request for hearing within ... [t]hirty days after the requestor receives

actual notice of an agency action granting an application in whole or in part."

The State of Utah received actual notice of the NRC's amendment of IUSA's

Source Material License No. SUA-1358 via facsimile transmission from IUSA

on June 23, 1998. Accordingly, the State of Utah has submitted this petition in

timely fashion (i.e., within the thirty day limit). If this petition is rejected,

the State requests the intervention petition be treated as a 2.206 petition.

IV. Conclusion

For the reasons set out above, the State of Utah requests a hearing on

the NRC's amendment of IUSA's Source Material License No. SUA-1358.

DATED this 23rd day of July, 1998.

Respectfully submitted,

Fre'd- Nelson, Assistant Attorney General
Attorney for State of Utah
Utah Attorney General's Office
160 East 300 South, 5th Floor, P.O. Box 140873
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-0873
Telephone: (801) 366-0286, Fax: (801) 366-0292
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DOCKETEDU S11R C

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE "98 juL 27 P3:03

I hereby certify that copies of STATE OF UTAH'S REQUYEST FOR

HEARING AND PETITION FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE and

NOTICES OF APPEARANCE for Fred G Nelson and Denise Chancellor

were served on the persons listed below by United States mail first class, this

23rd day of July, 1998:

Attn: Docketing & Service Branch
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
(original and 2 copies)

Earl E. Hoellen
President and Chief Executive

Officer
International Uranium (USA)

Corporation
Independence Plaza, Suite 950
1050 Seventeenth Street
Denver, CO 80265

Joseph J. Holonich, Chief
Uranium Recovery Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

I I 'ý-kd Vd -
Fred GNelson
Assistant Attorney General
State of Utah
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DOCKETED
US NRC

"98 JUL27 P5:36

In the Matter of:
))
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 40-8681 RULIU T

A~DJUPfi,.,
INTERNATIONAL URANIUM
(USA) CORPORATION
(Source Material License Amendment)

July 23, 1998

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned attorney enters an appearance in

the above-captioned matter. Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 67-5-1(1) and (2), the

Attorney General is the legal advisor to the State of Utah, petitioner. In accordance

with 10 C.F.R. § 2.713(b), the following information is provided:

Name:

Address:

Telephone:
Facsimile:
E-mail:

Admissions:

Fred G Nelson (Bar Number 2383)

Utah Attorney General's Office
160 East 300 South, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 140873
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0873

(801) 366-0285
(801) 366-0292
fnelson@state.ut.us

United States Supreme Court
United States Court of Appeals for the 9th
United States Court of Appeals for the 10th
United States District Court for the District of Utah
Utah State Courts

Name of Party: State of Utah



DATED at Salt Lake City, Utah this 23 July, 1998.

Respectfully submitted,
JAN GRAHAM
Attorney General

F'*PG Nelson
Assistant Attorney General
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DOCKETED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA US N R C

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

98 JU 27 P5:3t

In the Matter of: ) Docket No. 40-8681 OF , Vi CL AF
) ADJUL':_, IF

INTERNATIONAL URANIUM )
(USA) CORPORATION ) July 23, 1998
(Source Material License Amendment) )

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned attorney enters an appearance in

the above-captioned matter. Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 67-5-1(1) and (2), the

Attorney General is the legal advisor to the State of Utah, petitioner. In accordance

with 10 C.F.R. § 2.713(b), the following information is provided:

Name: Denise Chancellor (Bar Number 5452)

Address: Utah Attorney General's Office
160 East 300 South, 5th Floor
P.O. Box 140873
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0873

Telephone: (801) 366-0286
Facsimile: (801) 366-0292
E-mail: dchancel@state.ut.us

Admissions: United States Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit
United States District Court for the District of Utah
Utah State Courts

Name of Party: State of Utah



DATED at Salt Lake City, Utah this 25 July, 1998.

Respectfully submitted,
JAN GRAHAM
An General

Denise Chancellor
Assistant Attorney General
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UNITED STATUS
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

International Uranium (USA) Corporation
ATTN: Ms. Michelle Rehmann,

Environmental Manager
Independence Plaza, Suite 960
1050 Seventeenth Steet
Denver, Colorado 80266

SUBJEOT: AMENDMENT 6 TO SOURCE MATERIAL LICENSE SUA-13SB,
INTERNATIONAL URANIUM (USA) CORPORATION'S WHITE MB$A
URANIUM MILL, PLANDING, UTAH. 3Dear Ms. Rehmann:

no U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CommmIs•ian (NRC) staff has completed its review of internalional
Uranium (USA) Corporation's (IUSA's) request to amend NRC Soures Material License
SUA-1358, submMiea by fetter dated May 8, 1898. AdditiOnel Information was provided by
facsimile on May 27, 1998, and by letters d=-ted May 29, June 3, and Jue 11, 198. By thesesubmitw1s, IUSA requested that SUA-1358 be amendied io allow the receipt and processing ofuranium-bearing material from the Ashiand 2 Formerly Uiliized Sites Remedial Action Program
(FIJPRAP) site, near Tonawanda, New York.

The details of the amendment request are discussed in th. NRC staffs Technical Evaluation
Report (TER) (Enclosure 1). In the TER, the staff documents the basis for fts evaluation ofIUSA's armendment requesi, which the staff has mviewed in a~rdanrce with 10 CFR Part 40,S Appendix A, requirements and NRG siaff guldane' "Final Poition and Guidance on the Use ofUranium Mill Feed Material Other Than Natural Ores" (50 FR 49296; September 22, 199g),Based on ite review, the NRC teaff has found the proposeti amendment to be acceptable.

Therefo;0, purauent to Tise 10 of the Codo of rederal ReguiaUons, Part 40, Source Matorial
License SIUA-1358 is Nareby amended by adding License Conditin No. 1010. All otherconditions of this license shall remain the same. The enclosed litense is being reissued toincorporate the above modification (En, josure 2). An envirunmental raview wuc not performed
since this licensing action Is categorically excluded under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(11).

It is important to note thut the material in question may be defined as 1 1e.(2) byproduct material
aw defined in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. However, this material is not subject to NRCregulattin until it Is received b IUb-UA, an NRC lioanaec, for proceisaIng for ft source-meterialcorden under IUSAs: NRC license, because the material (uranium mill tailings) was producedby an activity not Iceensed by NRC after November 8, 1975.
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10. Rfhmann -2-

If you have nny questions regarding this :etter or the anclosures, please contact Mr. James
Park, the NRC Project Maniger for the Whi!e Mesa mill, at (301) 415-CO8.

Sincerely,

Joseph J. Holonich, Chief
Uranium Recovery Brench
Division of Waseb Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and S9aguatrds

Docket No. 40-6581

SUA-1 358, Amendment No, 6

Enclosures: As sated (2)

X.: W, Sinclair, UT
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION RFPORT
REQUEST TO RiVCEIVE! AND IROc!$S$ ASHLAND 2 FUSRAP MATERIAL

DOCKET NO- 4D04 LICENSC. NO. MUA.4132

LICENSEE: Intemrnaional Uranium (USA) Corporation

FACILITY: White Me&a Uranium MilI

PROJECT MANAGERt James Pa*rK

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS;

The U.S. Nuolear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staft hce roviewed Intemational Ur'tnium
(USA) Corporation's (IUSA's) request dated May 8, 19915, to receive and process uranium-. bbwwlrIg material from the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial ACIMofs Program (FUSRAP)
Ashland 2 site, in the Town of Tonewanda, New York IUSA provided additional information by
facsimile on May 27, 1008, and by letters dated May 29, June 3, and June 11, 19S98.

The staff has reviewed IUSA's request against the September 1,G95 guidmnoe pertaining to
altemate feed materials and fitids the amendment r~que.t io be a'ceptable.

DESCRIPTION Or LIOrNSEE'3 AMENPMENT REQUEST:

By ft submittal dated May 8, 1998, IUSA requested that NRC Bource Material Ucenae
sUA-1358 be amended to ellow the receipt and processing of aternate feed material (i.e.,
material other than natural uranium ore) at its White Mesw uraniunm mill locted near Blanding,
Utah. The uranlur..baiarlng material In quebton, weighing approximately 24,000 to 25,000 dry
tons, is located at the Athlid 2 FUSRAP silo, in the Town of Tonewanda, New York, whichO currently is under the management of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). IUSA
provided additional ireformation by faaimile on May 27, 1g0s6 and by letters dated May 29,
June 3, end June 11, 1898.

Thm material conulsrt of uranlum ore procefsing residues and uorntarmnated soils associated
with activitee chdudted by the Manhattan Engineering Distot (MED) during the mid-1940e.
Approximately 8000 tens of waste products rsufting from the processing of pitchblende (UO0
and domatic urmrum crac• t noarby laclifiea were disposed riginsally at a 611 known as th'
Haist property (now called Ashland 1). In 1960, the Ashland I property was transferred to the
Astl(arid Oil Company.

I
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In 1974, Ashland Oil constructed a bermad area for , pStroleum stor• tankg 2nd -
drainage ditch on the Ashland 1 property. Approximateiy 4600 mn (8000 yd) of soil containing
MED-rclatid residues and rri=mrnngled Inurganic Consuttuenrts wore remcvae from the slTe, with
an indeterminate quantity of these soils transported to the Ashlzrnd 2 site for disposal. Theose
residues and commingled inorgani constituents were placed In an area of the Ashland 2
property that adjolTed an Industrial landfill operated by Ashland Oil. This landfill, which wag
closed and capped with clay soil in 1982, accep!ed general refuse and chemical and Industrial
byprocluds from 1957 to i982.

During remedial 4nvestigatioiitvities carded out by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
in the late 1080; and eary g100s, the pfrmary oonstltuents of intereotV Identified at the
Ashland 2 site were uranium, thorium-230, radlzm--26, and metals present in the ore fliter cake
(aluminum, calcium, copper, iron, lead, magnesium, manganese, phosphorous, and vanadium).
Inve•tleations further indicated that th. M-D-rMeated radionuclldc and assrociated metals
generally were confined to an approximately 20,000 m2 (4,a ace.) area between the two

branches of Rattl•esnake Creek (DOPe, 1 9a).

Currently. the Ashland 2 property, which Is owned by the Ashland Petroleum Company, is
vacant end largely overgrown with grass, bushes, and weeds, The property also contains
marshy areas that are hydrologically connected to the Rattlegnsake and Twomile Creeks and
to the Niagara River (USACE, 1987).

Following excavation of the matlrial at the Ashland 2 site, it will be shipped by train and
exclu-sive-use trucks from the Town of Tonawanda to the White Mesa mill in intermodal
contaifers. After being loaded and sepiad at, thn site, Ihe -oniainers will be trancported by Atruck
to a nearby Intermodal rmil terminal. The containers will be loaded on flatbed railcars and
transported cross-counuy to the fintl ra•i destrinmaon (expected [a be eltier near -rand
Junction, Colorado; Cisco, Utah; or Green River, Utah), where they will be transferred to trucks
for the final leg of the journey to the VVWte Mesa mil. It i5 expected that approximately
80 trucks per week will be LIsed to transport the material ftvm the final rail destination to the
mill.

Tnrucks used to transport the material to the. m!ll site will be radiametrically scanned upon arrival
to ensure that leakage has not oaeuned and that radiation levels are within appropriate limits,
"The trucks will be soanned ageiln prior to their rleuvn from the mill site rostricted taro. in
addition, the Intermodal containers used to transpod the material will be properly closed,
cleaned (if nemssary), surveyed, and docutnented before leaving the White Mesa site.

Althowuh the material in queston may meet the definition of 11 e.(2) byproduct marteial under
the Atomic Energy Act of 19$4 (AEA), ttiks material is not subject to NRC regulation until it is
received by IUSA, an NRC licensee, for Pmrcessing for its source-materiel content under the
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NRC license, because the material was produced by an aftivity not licensed by NRC after
Novemi.wr 8, 1978, Therefore, in addltion, the material is not Subject to NRC jurisdiction duringh~nuport.

kk.dling and Pfeopueingat tbha ill Rita

Atthc mill alte, the Ashland 2 material will be emptied from iha Intermo ,ontal iners and
stocpiled. It Will Do processed alone or commingled with conventional are&, and In the same
fashion as that used to process such ores. No modifirations to the mill circuit will be necessary
to proces this material.

The effidency of airborne contamination cotmrl measures will oe assessed while the material Is
in stockpile. Airborne particulate samples and breathing zone samples wvi4 be coleoted in thoseaBtes during Initial material proceulfn activities and analyzod for gresr Alpha. Campling
results will be used to establish health and Safety guidolinGs to be implemented throughout thoproneslIng operations.. IUrBA will provida appropate personal protective equipment (coveralls, gloves, and respiratory
protection (if needed)) to individuals engaged hi handling the material, Additional environmental
air samplet will be colleoted tit nearby lorallonm to the material processing activities and
analyzed to ensure that the established contamination control measures aaquato andeffective.

TEOHNICAL EVALUATION:

The.NRC staff has reviewed IUSA's request in accordance with 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A,requ~rements and NRC staff guidance "Final Pacition and Gurdance on the Use of Uranium Mill
Feed Malarial Other Than Natural Ores" (80 FR 49296; September 22, 1995). This guidance(referred to hereinafter as the alternate feed guidance) requires that the staff make the followingdetermninationo in its reviews af liwanuee reqluests to pro an material other then natural
uranium Ores:

(a) Whether the feed material meets the definition of "ore;"

(b) Whether the feed material conteins hazardoijs waote; and

(M) Whmther We ore is be•ng processed prlimarlly'for its source-tnaterlal content.

a
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Oetarvmlnation of whether the feed nMranwil is "oar"

For the tallings and wastes from the proposed• processing to quality as 11a.(2) byproduct
material, the feed mrterlai must quality as "ore.? In the alternate feed guidanoe, ore Is defined
as

Q.. a natural or rnatve matter that may be mined and treated for the etaction of
any of its conetituenft or any other matter from which source material Is
extracted in a licensed uranium or thorium mill."

Tha prupamed alternate teed matedal contains varying concentrations of uranium, ranging from
non-detectable to greetr than 1.0 percent by weight, depending on the sample location. IURA
believes that recoverable amounts of uranium are present, and that, on averagi, the uranium
concentration for this material will be approximntaly 0.05 perocnt or greater by weight. IUSA is
proposing to extract this uranium. Therefore, the material meets the definftlon of ore, because
it Is a *matter from whIch source nateflal is extracted in a licensed uranium or thorium mill."

Determlnatlon of whether the feed memaria contains hazardous wan

Under the alternate feed guidance, proposed feed material-which contains a listed hazardous
waste will not be approved by the NRC staff for processing at a licensed mill, Feed materials
which exhibit only a charactaeistic of hanardous waRte (i.e.. ignitability, earnosivity, tuacitlty, or
toXicity) would net ba regulated as hazairdnus waste and could therefore be approved by the
staff for recycling and extraction of sourue material. However, this does not apply to residues
from water treatment, Therefore, NRC staff acceptance of such residues as feed material
would depend on their not containing any hazardous or characteristic hazardous waste.

Remedial investigations cared by the DOE did not find listed hazardous wastes on the
Ashliurif 2 property (DOE, 1990a). In addition, it is the USAE's belief, based on procss. knowledge and hts own analyses, that the material contains no hazardous wastes CUSACE,
1998). However, to guard against the potential for material coritaining such wastes being sent
to White Mesa for processing, ICF Kaiser, the USACE cntractor charged with excavating the
material and preparing it for shipment offsite, will conduct uconfirmatozy testing of excavated
materials pnor to Teir shipment to ensure that licted hazardous wastes are not present. Any
material that testing indicates contains hazardous wastes will not be Included in shipment to
White Mesa. Finally, as committed to in its June 11, 1008, letter, JUSA will conduct tasting of
Ashland 2 material arriving at the site on a iegular basis to confirm ICF Kaiser's determinations.

With respedt to the po:eibility that industrial and chemical byproducts disposed at the former
Ashland Oil industrial landfill have affected molerinls to ho exoavatcd at the Ashland 2 lite,

the staff considers that ICF Kalser's sampling program and IUSA's confirmatory analyses will
minimize the ikelihood that any Impacted materials, if th•ey exist, will be transpotrted to and
proc•ssed at the White Meia mill.

4
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Therefore, the NRC staff finds that the Ashland 2 material to be processed at the White Mesa
mill will not be hazardous waite or contain a listed hazardous waste. The staff has determined
also that the Ashland 2 matorial Is not a rniclue from water treatrment. This materiml =n.lft of
wastes from the initial proc*sslng of uranium orcs and associated contaminated soils.

Therefore, the NRC staff considevs the uranium-bearing material acceptable for the extrachon
of source material.

Determlnation of whether the feed malarial is being processed
primairily fur its sourme-material content

To show that potential atermate feed material Is being procemed primarily for its source-
material content, a licensee must either (1) demonstrate that the matedal would be approved
for disposal in thta tailings Impoundment under the "Final Revised Guidance on Diepoeal of Non-
Atomic Energy Act of 1W54, Section 1 le.(2) Byproduct Material In Tailings Impoundments;" or
(2) oeftlfy, under oath or affirmation, that the material is being proce.sed primarily for the
recovery of uranium and for no other primary putpoae. Any such crtification must be
supported by an approprida justification and accompanying documentation.

The liensee has provided a signed affirmation that the uranium-bearing material is being
pmoessed primarily for th recovery of uranium sna for no other primary purpse, lUS states
that the uranium orntent of the material, In conjunction with the finandal corsideraUons
discussed below, makes processing the Ashland 2 material economically attractive to IUSA.

It is IUSA's intent to proceas the Ashland 2 material either alone or commingled with
conventionally-mlned uranium ores during the same mill run, The U.cenee beliuius that this
arrangement will recuft in sevetal benefits whi.h directly influence the cost of processing:

The financial osta of stockpiling oru on the mill sift will be reduced Oince onrs will be
processed through the mill at a higher rate;

IUSAWIl be u be to respond more quicKly to changing market prices for uranium and
vandadium Iy reducing the time between mining of the ore and producing and selling
the product (i.e., U1O0 and V200;

In proceSlsing the Ashland 2 material with the conventional ore&, IUSA will be better able
to smooth out tha variability In oonventional ore production and delivery to the mill, and
thus run the mill for longer periods of time; and

IUSA will be able to retain trained mill workers for longer periods of time, resutting In a
more efficient woridorce and a reduced fear of losing trained employees.

5
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The combination of these benefits, IUSA believes, will reduce the costs of procesing the
Ashland 2 material, thus making the overall costs ot running the mill economical to recover
the rolatively low rancentrndigna tf uranium und other ruxoverable ulcments In the material.

In additInn, the WDE, which managed the FHLSRAP ses prior to the USACE, determined
previously that the Ashland 2 materlal meets the definition of 1 le.(2) byproduct material under
thu AEA (DOE, 1995; 1896b). Therefore, the material could be disposed of directly In the WhMte
Mesa tailings impoundments. As ouch, the materiel meets the co-disposal test in the staffs
guidance, and bea'use it does, it can be concluded that IUSA will be processing the Ashland 2
material primarily for its source-materIal content.

It is Important to note, however, thatI althouLh the material in quostion may meot the definition
of 11e.42) byproduct material under the AEA, this material Is not subject to NRC regulation untl
it Is mretved by IUSA, an NRC licermee. for prorassing for it• aurce-m*teriel conent under the
NRC license, because the materal was produeed by an ativity not icWned by NRC after
November 8, 1978. Therefore, In addition, the materdal Is not subject to NRC JurlwCledon duringtransport,

Conclusions c¢g~in9 ~atfteel fed material desmination'

Based an the Information provided by the licRnsee, the NRC staff findsi that the Ashland 2
material is alternate feed material because: (1) It meets the definition c ",ore," (2) the material to
be processed at the White Rea mill will not be Pr contain listed hazardous wastes, and (3) it
io Wing prooased primadly for ito source-material content

.Qtp .ronside rat! on i

The NRC staff also has concluded that the processing of this material will not result in (1) a
signficant charge or Increase In the types or amounts of efiluents that may be released oefreie;
(2) a signif cent increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure; (3) a
significant consbvucton impact; or (4) a significant increaw in the potential for or consequences
from radiological arcidents. This conc.usion is biased on the following InforMatlon:

a. Yellowkea produced from the processing of this material will not cause the currently-
3Dprfvld yalloweanke productlon limit of 4380 tons per year to be exceeded. In additlon,
and as a result, radiological doses to members of the public in the vicinity of the mill will
nrt DO elevatea above levels previously assessd and approved,

b. No modifications to the mill circuit design are necassary to process the Ashland 2
material,

c. Tailings prooucea Diy In- pressu•-g or mirs matenal Will 0e alspoaa of on-site in an
existing lined tallings imooundment (Cell 3), The addition of these tailinas (a maximum
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of 25,000 tone) to Cell 3 will Incruaae the total amount of tallings in the cell by one
peroent, to a total of approximately 70 percent of cell ;upacVt, therefore, no now
Impoundments are nec"oary, Thu design of the uxlting impoundment, which Inc, ludea leak detection system, previously has been approved by NRC, and IUSA Is requiredby its NRG license to conduct regular monitoring of the Impoundment liners and of thegroundwater around the impoundments to detect leakage if it should occur.

d. In general, the Ashland 2 mnwtrial ia alrmfar In composItlon to the mill tailings currOntly
disposed of in the Cell 3 Impoundment, because it contains metals and other
parameters which are present already in the thilings. In addition, the amount of tailings
(a maximum of 25,000 tons) produced by prooessIng the Ashland 2 material is not
significant in OOmpnon to the total amount of tailings currently in the call
(approximately 1.3$ million tons), Finally, as stated previously, IUSA Is required toconduct regular monitoring of the Impoundment loek detection syatems and of the
groundwater In the vicinity of the Impoundments to detect leakage if it should occur.
Therefore, th. staff conaidero that any environ mental impacti that could be assouiated
with the disposal of the Ashlanjd 2 tailings will be minimal.

For the following reasons, it is not expected that transportation impacts eSaociated with
the movement of the Ashland 2 material by train and truck from the Town of
TOnewenda, New York to the While Mesa mill will be signiflcant:

The material will be shipped as 'low specific activiW material in exclusive-use
containers (i.e., nm other materials will be in the containers with the uraniurn-
bearing material). The containers will be appropriately labeled, placarded, and
manifested, and shipments will be tracked by the shipping company from the
Ashland 2 site until they reach the White Mesa mill.

On avarage during 1906, 370 truoks per day traveled the stretch of State Road
181 between Monticello, UT and Blanding, UT (parsonal coninmunication with the
State of Utah Department of Transportation). IUSA anticipates an additional 60
truoks per week (or approkimately 8.6 trucks per day) traveling this route to themill, representing an increased traffic load af only two percent. Shipments ame
expected to take place over the course of a limIteso tme period (three to four
months).

The containem and trucks involued In transporting the material to the mill site will
be surveyed and decontaminated, as necessary, prior to leaving the Ashland 2
site for White Mesa and again prior to leaving the mill site for the return trip.

f. The potential for employee exposures from the handling and processing of this materialis not axpeatad to be, any more significant than that normally encountered With the
milling of conventional uranium ores. Mill employees involved in handling the material
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wi(I be PrOvkied with persbna pmteotive ekquipment (e.g.c coveralls, rubber gloves),
including respImiory pro~ectlon, if ntecuaury. Airorne partculate and ubreating zone

sampllng results will be u-15d to estulalbih health and safety guidelines to be
implemented throughout the processing operations.
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RECOMMENDED LICENSE CHANGE:

Pur~man to Title 10 of the CaOe of Federal Regulations, Part 40, Source Material Liosse
5UA-13Z5 will be amended by the addition of Uar4no Condition No. 10.10 tans follows:

10.10 The licenvee is authortZeo to receive anti proess source material from the Ashland 2
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) sitc, located near
Tonawanda, New York, In accordance with the amendment request dated May 8. 1998,
as amended by the submittals dated May 27, June 3, and June 11, 1998.

tAppllcable Amendment: 68

ENVIRONMENTAL iMPACT FVALUATfON:

An environmenmli report COuerlnu the infornation identified in 10 CFR 61.45 wAs not required
from the licensee. The environmental impacts ascociated with the excevaton of this matedal
amd URvS-daOtS site cleanup aatvitien wore •ddroand prev;ously by the ULGAGB cnrd found to
be not signiltant (USACE, 1098).
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Because IUSA's receipt and processing of th matral will not result in (1) a sIgnIftant changeor Increase in the types or smounts of effluents that may be released offaite; (2) a significant
Increase in indiuidual or cumulative occupational radiation oxposure; (3) a aignifikant
construction Impact; or (4) A significant increase In the potential for or consrequence from
radlollIacal accidents, an environmental review was not perforned since actions meeting thesecriteria are categorically exoJuded under 10 CFR 51.22(c)(11).
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